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and several
to
attempted
A
leap frotti the wheel, but they were
restrained. The passengers were tak
en down on ladders rigged together.
Several silk mills in Paterson, N.
j.. were unroofed. Streets were flood
ed in several New Jersey towns, trees
t iirooted and cellars filled with waier.
Two Women Are Victims.
Binghamton, . N. Y., June 12.
COM
INVESTIGATING
ALSO
MISSING, Kright at the severity of an electric SENATE
FIVE PERSONS
MITTEE DETERMINED TO
storm that visited this section last
WITH PROPERTY DAMAGE OF
GET AT FACTS
yesterday is given as the cause of the
$1,000,000
death of Mrs. Johnson Allen of Bangor, Me. Mrs. Allen was awakened by
RAIN BREAKSLONG DROUTH the terrific claps of thunder and died ACTING WITH GREAT SECRECY
before a physician arrived from heart
fiiilurt.
REDESPITE THIS THE NAMES OF
DOWNPOUR
TORRENTIAL
While attempting to prevent the
SERTHOSE WHO WILL TESTIFY,
LIEVES FOR PRESENT
tent in which she was camping on the
BECOME KNOWN
IOUS WATER FAMINE
bank of the Chenango river, from being blown down, Mrs. Mary Buckley,
a xung wife, was struck ry a
falling ACCUSED IN SEAT AGAIN
WOMAN DIED OF FRIGHT I t ec and
ittbtantly killed.
Two Killed In Pennsylvania.
FOR
FIRST TIME IN SEVERAL
AT BINGHAMTON, MRS. JOHNSON
Wilkesbarre, Pa., June 12. Death
WEEKS HE PARTICIPATED IN
and destruction last night followed in
ALLEN EXPIRED OF HEART
the wake of one of the most severe
SENATE SESSION TODAY
FAILURE
electrical storms which has visited
this valley for years.
bolt of lightWashington, June 12. Subpoenas
New York, June 12. Five dead, five
entered the kitchen of John for a number of prominent men to
ning
lbss
persons missing and a property
Glow's at Miners Mills
near here, testify here in the new Lorimer in
of fl.000.0u0, is the result of a two- - and killed Andrew
an
Glow,
vestigation have been issued and a
days' storm, which has raged interson.
Two other younger social officer from the office of the
mittently in New York and its en children were so
Is now on bis
terribly burned that senate sergeant-at-arm- s
virons. The torrential downpour ha! their
Is doubtful.
to
recovery
serve
to
way
them, prob-tiblChicago
been a boon to the depleted reserJames Benson, aged 11 years, of
late
today.
acvoirs,' ten day's supply having been
Plains, near here, was instantly killed
The greatest secrecy Is attached to
cumulated In the Croton watershed.
by a bolt of lightning while sitting in the action by the special committee of
The lightning played a strange the
dining room. The whole region eight senators, having the invesiga-tioprank at Clason on Long Island sound atound Scranton was in a
in charge. It is understood, how
state of ten
last night, striking a revolving Ferris or
almost
three
of ever, that among the men to be sumhours
during
wheel. The big wheel, which carried
moned are Lee O'Neil Browne, demopractically continuous lightning.
Bfveral passengers, was thrown from
cratic
floor leader In the Illinois
its axis and stuck fact. The lightning
CLERK AN EMBEZZLER
blinded the passengers

FIVE DEAD IN

panic-stricke-

SUBPOENAS OUT

women

n

FOR LORIMER

NEW

STORM

WITNESSES

YORK STATE

eight-year-ol- d

Denver, June 12. Charged with
juggling incorporation papers, em
bezzling portions of the fees from
this source and failure to send cer
GO TO PAY REBATES tificates to such concerns, August W.
Unfug, chief clerk to Secretary of
State James B. Pearce, was arrested
SENSATIONAL STATEMENTS
yesterday and today is in Jail pend
FORE NATIONAL CONFERENCE
MADE IN OPENING OF EDing an investigation of his books. AcOF CHARITIES TODAY
WARD S- - COOKE'S TRUL
cording to Secretary Pearce, TJnfug
confessed, stating that he had tam
Boston, June 12. The position of
Cincinnati, June 12. Sensational pered with papers of small companies the church in social work was under
ctatements by attorneys for the state and that his bond of $5,000 would
more than cover any shortage in his discussion during the morning session
and defense, gave promise that the accounts.
of the national conference of charities
trial of Edgar S. Cooke, of Chicago,
and correction in the Twentieth Cenfor the alleged embezzlement 1 $42,- BIG FIRE AT SELIGMAN
tury hall today.
San Bernardino, Calif., June 12.
000 from the Big Four Railway com"The preparation of ministers for
Selig-mapany, may result in unepxected dis- Dispatches received here from
Ariz., state that the Santa Fe social work," was considered by Rev.
closures. The trial began today. Denroundhouse at that place has leen de- Charles Stelze of the Presbyterian
nis F. Cash, assistant prosecuting at
stroyed by fire, entailing a loss of board of home missions and by Rev.
torney, declared that Cooke gave a more than $150,00p. The fire started
F. M. North of the committee of the
woman $22,000 in the original pack- from oil in a pit beneath a locomofederal council of churches. The
age in which he is alleged to have tive. Nine locomotives were burned. "Treatment of Misdemeanants," was
abstracted It from the Big Four com
considered in open discussion. Prom- pany. According to Cash, "the wom
ipent among the speakers were Dr.
an in the case," took the money to SELLERS' PANIC
James F. Jackson of Cleveland, Judge
New York, where Cooke afterwards
Jumes A. Collins of the Indianapolis
joined her.
city court, Robert W. Hebbard and E.
Charles W. Baker, .attorney for
T. Bingham of Kansas City, Mo., and
Cooke, asserted that his client had
Mrs. Ophelia Amigh.
been made a scapegoat to protect the
company from punishment for rebat HARD HIT, THE OPTION ON THIS
NEARLY
GRAIN
SHOWED
ing. Baker said officials of the Big
PRICE OE
TTour railway were suspected of tak8 CENTS FALL
ing millions of dollars from the treasPLACEDJN MAGOON
ury and paying the money out in vio
Chicago, June 12. A seller's panic
to
favorite
lation of the federal laws
hit July wheat today. At one time the
nippers.
OFFERS
option showed a fall of nearly eight MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
The charges against Cooke . were cents a bushel as compared with a
THIS REWARD FOR RETURN
the outcome of the embezzlement of week ago. Belief was widespread that
OF SOCIALIST LEADER
$643,000 from the Big Four by Charles the leading owners of cash' wheal,
L. Warrlner, now serving a
taken in on May contracts, were sellLos Angeles,
June 12. Ricardo
sentence In the Ohio penitentiary.
ing the grain for July delivery, and
Warrlner will testify In the trial were going short on deferred months, Flores Magoon, alleged head of the
against Cooke as will also Mrs. Jean-ett- e anticipating the hedgings of a new Socialist revolution in Lower Califor
nia, arrived here last night, but left
Stewart Ford, who was mentioncrop of wheat soon.
at once for Venice, a seaside resort,
ed by Warrlner as having received
Preparatory to such a maneuver to where he established headquarters to
a large part of the money taken from
day, the bull clique apparently sup day..
the railroad company.
ported the market during the early
According to a report, the" Madero
trading and helped hoist prices. Then government of Mexico has offered a
effort 'to unload. reward of
came a
DOMESTIC QUARREL
$50,000 to any one who can
Stop loss selling orders from other place Magoon within Mexican jurisdic
"
sources, however, were brought into tion.
ENOSJN TRAGEDY operation. In consequence prices
,
cents between
dropped as much as

$50,000

d

DENVER

WOMAN

KILLS HERSELF AFTER FUSS
WITH

.,

HUSBAND

Denver, Colo., June 12. Mrs. Edith
Culbertson, republican candidate for
superintendent of the Denver county
schools, at the last election, shot and
killed herself at her home in Denver today.
Mrs. Culberson left a note in which
she evidently wanted to make it clear
that the wound was self Inflicted.
Mr. Culbertson told the police that
he and his' wife, had quarreled this
morning.
Mrs. Culbertson was 36 years old,
a graduate of Vassar and was born
In Columbus, Ohio

Edward Hines, president

of

the Edward Hines Lumber company
of Chicago; Edward Tilden, whose
name was connected with the $100,000
fund alleged to have been collected
for use in electing Senator Lorlmer
and Clarence S. Funk of the Interna
tional Harvester company, whose dis
closure of an attempt to have his cor
poration subscribe to the alleged fund
was a feature In the Investigation by
the Illinois legislature.
The Lorimer Investigating commie
tee has not yet definitely fixed a day
for its next meeting. The members
are going over the voluminous testl
mony taken in the Illinois Inquiry and
until this is completed such meetings
as are necessary will be held merel"
for purpose of organization.
Senator Lorimer, for the first time
in several weeks, appeared in his
r lace In the senate today. He arrive!
this morning from Chicago in response
to a request sent to all absentees .to
return for the vote today on the resolution providing for election of sena
tors by direct vote.
MADERO IS CONFIDENT
Mexico City, June 12. With the
announcements of General
piiblic

Reyes and President de la Barra that
they would accept the portfolios of
foreign relations and war in the cab
inet of Francisco I. Madero, should
he be elected president October 8, the
former rebel leader feels his chlel
work in the cabinet is accomplished,
and today he will leave for a five
days' trip through the south.
SMALL INVESTORS

INVEST

Washington, June 12. The govern
ment's $50,000,000 canal loan prob
ably will be taken in the main by
small investors. Although the bids
will not be opened until next Saturday
CHURCH'S POSITION
more than 900 sealed proposals have
been received at the treasury. Treas
IN SOCIAL WORK ury officers feel that as the new
bonds are exempt from all taxation,
have a high investment value.
they
BE
THIS SUBJECT DISCUSSED
Bide will be received until 4 p. m.,

DID STOLEN MONEY

PROMINENT

hcuse;

trades.
POSTAL BANK OPENS
The postal savings bank in the East
Las Vegas postoffice was opened this
morning. It transacted a good busi
ness and Postmaster F. O. Blood is
thinking of, getting ii the same class
with the other Las Vegas bankers and
Harry
purchasing an automobile.
Grant Kelly was .the first patron,
starting a savings account with a deposit. William G. Haydon, Jr., was
the second depositor. According to
the rules of the postal department
only patrons of the East Las Vegas
office can make deposits. This excludes residents of the West side and
those persons who receive their mail
iV"
through rural postofflces.

WOMAN DIES AFTER

L1VINGJ23 YEARS
MRS. MARY RODRIGUEZ
CALIF.",

NOVEMBER

OF

WAS BORN
1, 1778

Bakersfield, Calif., June 12. Born
cn November, 1, 1778, Mrs. Mary
Rodriguez, a native of Mexico, died
nere today at tne age of 123 years,
seven months and 11 days. A fall in
which she sustained a fractured chip
compelled her to spend the last five
months of her life in bed, but there
tbfore she had hardly., known a sick
day; and retained all of her faculties.

June

17.

BUCKLEY

CITY EDITION

SECRETS OFSUGAR

TRUST COMING
TO LIGHT

Denver, June 12. Brownie Buckley,
who was apprehended at Pueblo, and
who has --been charged by a New
Mexico grand jury with being a party
to an unlawful pugilistic event in that
territory, was ordered taken to Las
Vegas, N. M., today by Judge Robert
E. Leads of the federal court. Ev
Winters, another alleged party to the
fistic affair, is still at large.

VICE

PRESIDENT

ITS DESTINIES

WAS FINALLY

OVERTHROWN

STOCKHOLDERS

ERED

HOUSE

HOW HAVEMEYER

INQUIRERS
RULED

THEN

TELLS

HE

HAD

DISCOV

BUT

2,000

SHARES OF STOCK
ABSORBED

SMALL

CONCERNS

INDEPENDENT REFINERIES
LOWED

UP

BECAUSE

WERE OPERATING

SWAL- -

THEY

AT LOSS

con-rer-

WOOL

RACE

Garnett Burks and Secundino
have matched their horses,
"Shorty" and "Teddy B " for a race
at Amusement park August 11. The
race' will be for a bet of $250, and
much interest has been occasioned, be
cause of the heavy stakes. The horses
are fast and the race is expected, to
b" close.
Ro-Mer-o

.

OF SENATORS
DEBATED

n

SENATE

TODAY GAVE OVER SES- TO CONSIDERATION
OF
IMPORTANT MEASURE

SION

VOTE BEFORE

ADJOURNMENT

AGREED

SOME TIME AGO THAT
BILL SHOULD BE FINALLY DISPOSED

OF JUNE

12

ITS PASSAGE PREDICTED
POINT TO ITS
THE NECESSARY

NDICATIONS

HAV-IN-

TWO-THIRD- S

MAJORITY

Washington, June 12. Within half
an hour after the beginning of today's session, the senate entered on
the consideration of the resolution
providing for the election of United
States senators by direct vote of the
people, on which there had been an
agreement to vote before the end of
the day. It was understood that
there would be an extended discus
sion of the resolution before a vote
could be reached. Senator McCum-be- r
was the first speaker. Indications
point strongly to Its passage by the
s
necessary
majority.
two-third-

LOYAL PATIENT

IS

PARDONED DY TAFT
RELEASE GRATUNCONDITIONAL.
ED LORENZO BARNES, INMATE
OF INSANE ASYLUM

BILL

three-fourth-

CANTALOUPES BY EXPRESS
ATTEMPT TO BREAK
Large quantities of California fruits
are being handled by the Wells Fargo
STRIKE UNSUCCESSFUL
Express company. Today Santa Fe
train No. 10, was run in two sections,
one of which was practically given
REover to express cars loaded with can- BUT 2,000 OUT OF 10,000 MEN
BALDTURN TO WORK AT
taloupes. In all there were eight ex
WIN WORKS
press cars in the two sections.
HORSE

"That was a surprising discovery,"
"It had been generally
supposed that Mr. Havemeyer owned
the greater part of the stock.
Mr. Atkinson said the purpose of
the formation of the American Sugar
Refining company in 1887 was to put
on their feet a number of sugar reta
iners that had been operating at a
loss.. He said the companies had been
working without profits for a number
of years. The cost of production of
refined sugar had been so great, said
mr. Aimns, tnat it was Deiieved
a
union' of refineries would result in
greatly reducing this expense.
"Di4 you expect through this means
to avoid some of the competition?"
asked Chairman Hardwick.
'Well, I suppose it had some effect
of that kind," replied the witness.
The witness said that seventeen re
fineries Joined in this merger in 1887,
which was arranged by Mr. Have
meyer. He was unable to say what
percentage of the refined sugar pro
duction they controlled. Mr. Atkinson
further stated he received for his
the Bay State Refining company,
which he valued at $500,000.
he declared.

Washington, June 12. So carefully
guarded were the operations of the.
American Sugar Refining company-uto more than two years ago, Mr.
Atkinson, vice president and acting
htad of the corporation told the house
'Sugar Trust" investigating commit
tee today, that the stockholders were
accorded no information as to how
the company was being conducted. The
condition grew so onerous, the witness
STOCKMEN TO MEET
said, that the New England stock
Sanv Antonio, Tex., June 12. Secre
holders combined and obtained con- tary 'Henry H. Taylor, of the Inter
fid.
national Cattlemen's association, today
When they did so in 1910, they dis issued a call for a
meeting in San
Antonio during the international fair
next November. In the call the obDRYAN CONTROLLED
ject of the association is stated as
follows:. "The leading cattlemen of
North America have already joined
CAUCUSJFTER ALL the
association which will secure uni
form stock sanitary regulations on
REPRESENTATIVE MONDELL SO the
part of the governments of the
STATED IN DEBATE AGAINST
United States, Mexico and Canada."

Washington, June 12. Republican
opposition to the democratic wool tar
iff revision bill was voiced today in
the house by Representative Mondell
of Wyoming, who resumed the debate
on the measure. Mondell said the
reduction of the raw wool tariff actually amounted to the establishment
s
of
of the protection now
given the sheep raisers of the coun
try.
''As the democrats have virtually
declared for free wool," he said, "this
bill is to all intents and purposes, a
HONOR WITH GUN free wool
bill, so far as the sheep
raising of America is concerned."
Mr. Mondel said W. J. Bryan had
BY MAN, MRS. MICHATTACKED
actually controlled the recent demoAEL LEFEVRE OF CREEDE,
cratic caucus. His influence forced
it to the acknowledgment, he said,
COLO., KILLED ASSAILANT
that the twenty per cent duty left on
raw wool did not represent true demo12.
In
defense
June
Colo.,
Creede,
LeFevre, cratic doctrine of tariff revision.
Oi her honor, Mrs. Michael
wife of a prominent leaser of this district, shot and instantly killed John AVIATOR FORCED
Zang, proprietor of the Zang hotel
here, at the LeFreve home in South
TO DEFER FLIGHT
Creede yesterday afternoon.
Zang was 55 years old, and his slayer was 20 years his junior. Mrs. LeGERMAN CONTESTANT IN
Fevre is held in the county Jail here, FREY,
DISTANCE
RACE, COULDN'T
.'
charged with murder.
A STORM
BREAST
woman's
the
to
story,
According
2:30
home
about
at
her
called
Zang
o'clock in the afternoon. He asked for
Rome, June 12. Frey, the German
the woman's husband, and on learning aviator, tried to start early today on
Turin- that he was not at home, seized Mrs. the final leg of the Paris-Rom- e
so
were
was
conditions
to
but
weather
LeFreve and
drag race,
attempting
her into a bed room, when she got serious that after a twenty-mil- e
flight
hold of her husband's revolver, which in the face of a rising storm, he was
was hanging on the wall nearby, and obliged to "return. His machine was
shot Zang in the face.
slightly damaged in landing, but the
Mrs. Zang. on learning of the aviator expected to make another
start before the day was over.
tiagedy, attempted to kill herself.

MATCHED

DIRECT ELECTION

pany.

DEMOCRATIC

MUST COME BACK

covered to their astonishment that H
I). Havenmeyer the presiding genius
oi the organization, had maintained
hie supremacy with only 2,000 shares
of stock. ' The holding of Mr. Have- his death, Mr.
meyer at the time-o- f
Atkinson said, were valued at about
$200,000 of a total of $90,000,000 in
the American Sugar Refining com

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Rochester, N. Y., June 12. Dele
gates and visitors from many parts
of the United States and Canada are
arriving hert for the head camp convention of the Woodmen of the World,
which is to meet tomorrow for a ses
sion of ten days.
COLD WAVE AT EL PASO

El Paso, Tex., June 12. Follow
ing the hottest weather of the year,
the temperature here 'today Is low
enough to warrant starting fires in
residences. ' The cold wave came with
a drizzling rain which set in yesterday and is still falling this afternoon.

IN OUSTER SUIT
LONG, KANSAS CITY LUM-- .
BER MERCHANT, ADMITS
CURTAILING OUTPUT

R. A.

Kansas City, June 12. At the re
sumption here today of the state's
ouster suit against the alleged lumber
trust, which adjourned in St. Louis
May 25, R. A. Long, president of the
Long-Bel- l
Lumber company of this
city, admitted that his company in
response to a recommtndation by the
as.
Southern Lumber Manufacturers
sociation in 1904, had curtained Its out
put of yellow, pine 33
per cent for
six months, because the supply of
that commodity was at . that time
much greater than the demand. Mr.
Long also admitted the existence for
merly of a price list .committee of the
association and also of a "committee
on trade agreements," br these, he
said, had both been a fished some
time ago.
1-- 3

THEY HAD MET BEFORE
James S. Duncan, Jr., and Dannj
Shea of the Dawson team, looked each
other In the face a minute yesterday
and then shook hands. They used to
play ball together in a navy team on
the Paclfio coast. The funny part ol
the Incident; Is that Duncan umpired a
last year In which Shea played
game
12.
The
June
attempt
Philadelphia,
of the management of the Baldwin with Raton and neither man recogniz
Locomotive Works, where a strike be- ed the other.
gan last week, to resume work in
The Romero Mercantile company to
all departments today, met with only
tt
received an order for two pair of
is
that
estimated
success,
day
partial
only about 2,000 men out of, 10,000 shoes for a customer In Havana, Cuba.
reported for work. A, committee!, of The man who ordered the shoes saw
the strikers will seek a conference the Romero's company's advertise
ment in a local newspaper.
with the management late today.
j
-

'

June 12. President
Washington,
Taft today granted an unconditional
pardon to Lorenzo D. Barnes, an in
mate of the goverment hospital for the
Insane here, who recently jrevented a
wholesale delivery of Insane convicts
from the institution by overhearing
their plans and notifying the guards.
Barnes was convicted of killing a
man who had defamed his wife. While
serving a life sentence he became Insane, but has since regained his reason. Attorney General WIckersham
recommended his pardon with the observations that he had "taken the life
of one scoundrel but paved the lives
of several government officers."
President Taft denied the applica
tion for executive clemency of Clar
ence Kldwell, of Oklahoma, who am
bushed and killed the husband of a!
woman with whom he had questionable relations. In refusing clemency
President Taft made the following
statement: "A brutal murder for lust.
The applicant escaped the hanging
so richly deserved. No further clem
ency can be extended."

STAMPEDE TO NEW
ALASKA

W

FIELDS

TO RUBY
MELOSI, WHERE RICH
STRIKES ARE REPORTED

MINERS

HASTENING

CREEK,

A. rush has
to
here
from
begun
Ruby creek,
Melosi, and the Kuskowim river dis
tricts, where rich new gold strikes
ia
are reported. The spring clean-uthe Nome district is estimated at

Nome, Alaska, June 12.

p

$400,000.

GIRLS' RAIL FIXED
AT

$25,000

EACH

W. E. D STOKES' ASSAILANTS
JAIL IN DEFAULT OF FURNISHING HEAVY BONDS

IN

New York, June 12. Lillian Graham, a chorus girl, and Ethel Conrad,
an illustrator, charged with shooting
W. E. D. Stokes, proprietor of the
Ansonia hotel In their apartments last
Wednesday night, were arraigned in
the West Side court" today, but because of the Inability of Mr. Stokes
to leave the hospital, their preliminary hearing; was postponed until next
Wednesday,'
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SANTA FE WILL PLENTY OF RAIN TAFTS TO GIVE
CLING 10 OLD

IN THE MONTH

SHOPMETHODS

OF MAY

NOT

PRACTICABLE

UTE

TO DISTRIB

CONSTRUCTION

ECON-

OMY THE WATCHWORD

EXCESS IN PRECIPITATION OVER
EASTERN HALF; DEFICIENCY
OVER WESTERN PART

Santa Fe, N. M., June 12. For the
territory as a whole, the temperature
of the1 month averaged practically nor
mal, although rather cool nights con
tinued in the northern half and at the
higher stations with killing frosts quit
generally on the 1st and 11th and even
at a few very high northern stations
as late as the 27th, says the report of
the official weather forecaster, C. E.
Considerable damage result
Linney.
to
ed
fruit, gardena and tender vegeta
tion generally. In southern counties
however, little or no frost pecurred,
A small excess in temperature occur
red at most of the northern stations
and in scattered localities in the cen
tral and the southern Rio Grande val
ley, while the southern half, generally
bad a slight deficiency, reaching al
most 2 degrees a day in central
Grant and
Chaves county, northern
eastern Socorro. An excess cf more
than 2 degrees a day occurred in
northern Union, southeast
Colfax,
eastern San Juan and southeast Rio
Arrbla counties. The first was the
coolest day ofthe month and the 30th
probably the warmest, although many
other days were warm and gave local
ly the highest temperature.
The month was notable for the
heavy precipitation over practically all
of the eastern half and very light pre
cipitation over most of the western
half of the territory. General and
heavy shower periods occurred in the
eastern half of the territory On the
7th, 8th, 12th to 14th, and 28th to
31st, while to the westward precipitation became less and less until but a
mere trace or nothing at all was recorded in the western and southwestern counties. A marked excess occurred from the crest of the Sangre de
Cristo range eastwaid and from the
S;cramento and Capltan mountains
northeastward, averaging more than
an inch above the normal in District
s
No. 7, and about
Inch
for the east half of the territory. West
of the 106th meridian a marked deficiency occurred, the precipitation of
District No. 9 averaging less than a
tenth of an inch. A few of the higher
northern stations had small flurries of
snow on the 19th or 20th.
In the northeast counties consider
able cloudiness occurred, but elsewhere ' throughout the territory the
sunshine was somewhat in excess of
the normal. The average number of
clear days was 18, partly cloudy 10
and cloudy 3. Many wind storms occurred and the total movement for
the month was large;, the prevailing
A loyal wife will do anything for direction was
from the southwest.
her husband except treat his stuTemperature.
pidity as if it were her own.
The- mean temperature for the ter
ritory, determined from the records of
09 stations, having a mean altitude of
about 5,000 feet, was 60.5 degrees, or
0.5 degrees above the normal for the
month, and 0.8 degrees below the
mean for May, 1910. The highest local monthly mean was 71.6 degrees at
Carlsbad, and the lowest, 45.4 degrees
nt Elizabethtown, while the highest recorded temperature was 103 degrees at
Alamogordo on the 24th, and the lowest 11 degrees at Elizabethtown on
the 11th and 27th. The greatest local
range In temperature was 72
By taking Lydia E. Pinkham's monthly at
degrees
Alamogordo and the least
Vegetable Compound
47 degrees at Fort Sumner, while the
The following letter from Mrs.
local daily range was '61 at
Orville ltoek will prove how unwise greatest
it is for women to submit to the Alma on the 3rd. The average for the
surgical operation when districts was as follows: No. 7, 60.4;
dangers of aavoided
it may be
by taking Lydia No. 8, 60.7; and No. 9, 60.2 degrees.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Precipitation.
She was four weeks in the hospital
and came home suffering worse
The average precipitation for the
than before.
territory, determined from the records
Here is her own statement.
Paw Paw, Mich. "Two years ago of 136 stations, was 1.31 inches, or
I suffered very severely with a dis 0.22 inches above the normal, and 0.91
1 could
placement.
not be on my feet for inch greater than May, 1910. The
a long time. Mv greatest amount was 4.86 inches at
physician treated Bell ranch, and the least none at 14
me for seven months
a
without much relief stations, while number of the southand at last sent me ern and the western stations received
to. Ann Arbor for but a trace. The greatest amount in
an operation. I was any 24 hours was 3.46 inches
at Lothere four weeksand
Bell ranch,
came home suffering gan on the 28th-29tworse man before. Liston, Logan, Vance and Wagon
My mother advised Mound each recorded more than four
me to trv Lvdia
E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound, inches of rainfall during the month
and I did. Today lam well and strong The average snowfall for the terri
and do all my own housework. 1 owe tory was 0.2 inch. Precipitation (0.01
my health to Lydia E. Pinkham's inch or
more) occurred on an aveVegetable Compound and advise my
friends who aro atllicted with any rage of four days. The district avefemale complaint to try it." Mrs. rages were as follows: No. 7, 2.74
Okville Rock, H. R. No. 5. Paw Paw, Inches: No. 8, 0.89
inch; No. 9, 0.07
Michigan.
If you are ill do not drag along until inch.
an operation is necessary, but at once
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
"A good thing will always bear re
Tor thirty years it has been the stanquoted the Wise Guy. "How
dard remedy for women's ills, and has
positively restored the health of thou- about a" vote?" queried the Simple
sands of women. Why don't you try it? Mug.

Topeka, Kan., June 12. It Is not
thought in Topeka railroad circles that
President E. P. Ripley of the Santa
Fe will allow his mechanical depart
ment to be placed on a division basis,
The division system places a superintendent of motive power on each of
the districts of the road with the one
big headquarters in Chicago. Some
thing on the order of the system used
now In the operating department) of
the road.
The main reason for this argument
In Topeka is that President Ripley in
tends to make the shops in this city
the big construction shops of the San
ta Fe and in order to maintain the
heavy work on the road in Topeka
the present system of the superintend
ent of motive power in Chicago and
the assistant superintendent in To
peka must remain unchanged.
Topeka officials do not take sides
on the question. They are too wise to
think that any objections or approvals
will have anything to do with the real
ideas of Mr. Ripley. Not that President Ripley does not advise or counsel with them far from that but
that he will find In his own aggressive
manner the true merit of change.
With the present equipment and the
plans of the Topeka shops the largest
of their kind in the world everything
n in readiness now for the real construction headquarters of the system.
lr the past the Topeka shops have
handled a big part of the work for
instance, the way cars, the switch engines and other equipment has always
been built here.
It has been found on other railroads in the country that a system of
shops over the country was not a paying proposition that is, a system of
shops for actual work. It has been
discovered through expensive experience that with a main shop in one loot lity and local shops In other localities the best work of the road could
bo accomplished.
If the mechanical department was
placed on a division basis the work
would be divided up to such an extent
that no one t hop would be the headquarters for the real general work of
tLe road.
Several railroads in the last few
years roads that at one time entertained the divisional power have gone
back to the headquarters scheme.
And it is not figured that the Santa
Fe, with its immense fully equipped
shops in Topeka, will attempt the
system of distributing its work over
the lines.
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NEW AND PRETTY STYLES IN

HOUSE PARTY
JUNE 19
TWO

THOUSAND
VERSARY

AT

EXPECTED

THE SILVERY WEDDING

ANNI-

Coolness and comfort in warm weather are sought after at most any cost. Our wash
suits insure you both at a reasonable figure.
Wash suits of the most desirable and prettiest of wash materials, in all shades and fast
colors can be found in our stock. These suits are in lthe most stylish models and at prices
that are so reasonable as to make the acquisition of two or three an economy.
Wash suits of all materials are very popular this season. They have reason to be. They
are a distinct and pleasing relief from wool suits and skirts.
An addition of a wash suit to your summer wardrobe will go a
long ways to make summer

CELEBRATION

Washington, June 12. There is to
be a big party at the White House.
This is not to be a great state reception given by the president of tn
United States and the first lady of
the land, but a party by W. H. Tart
and Mrs. Taft in their private ca
pacity.
Mr. and Mrs. Taft will have been
married twenty-fiv- e
years June 19,
and the party is to be in celebration
of that event. Invitations already are
being mailed, and a number of them
will go to western cities. When one
has a home as big as the White
House and acres and acres of lawn
and gardens It is possible to give parties that would not be within the
power of the ordinary host and hostess, invitations for this party are
being sent out, not by hundreds, but
by thousands. It 1b expected that
fully two thousand of the guests will
accept.
Usually when the president gives a
reception the list must be looked over
with "an eye to affairs of state and
the contingencies of politics. That
will not be true in this case. As has
been said, this is a private party,
no,t an official one and the list of
guests is made up from among those
persons Mr. and Mrs. Taft know and
like in all parts of the country.
Some of these persons are in poll- ties, of course, but many of them
are not. Official Washingtlon wiill
be represented, too, as will the brilliant diplomatic corps. From Cincin
nati, the home of the Tafts, a special
train will bring the guests. These
guests will be accorded special honors. They will give a breakfast for
Mr. and Mrs. Taft at the Chevy Chase
club, and there will be a trip down
Chesapeake bay.
But the big event of the day will
be the garden party which will be
held on the White House ground i ot 5
n
o'clock.
that WashIt is
ington is privileged to see a great
social event in the summer time, and
the beautiful President's park to the
south of the White House, where the
lawn party is to be held, Is sure to
present a brilliant spectacle, with its
two thousand or more guests.
This is part of the White House
grounds the public is not often permitted to see, it being the private
garden of the president's family. At
this season of the year, these grounds
are radiant with countless roses and
other flowers.
The president and Mrs. Taft will
meet their guests there, under the
bower of roses. After the formal
greeting there will be refreshments
and music to amuse the guests.
The sending out of invitation tot
this event has been delayed to the
last moment because of the uncertain
state of Mrs. Taft's health. The
president's wife had been very ill in
New York some weeks ago. Only a
woman can understand how much it
would mean to plan a silver wedding
anniversary and then have it spoiled
by illness, and only a woman can understand how much more it would
mean to plan the celebration of such
an event in the White House and
then have to give it up. Fear that
it would .be necessary to abandon the
celebration has worried Mrs. Taft
greatly, but she has now so far recovered that she was able to go driving
one day last week.

days real enjoyable.
Following are specimens of the attractive selections:
A two piece Linenne Suit In White, Pink, Blue or
English Rep Suits in White, Lavender and Light
Linen color, collar of contrasting
color, neatly made for

A very

Blue, collars of contrasting
color

$5.00

attractive linenne Suit with lace edges,

couar or contrasting color, comes in
White or Pink, only

PRETTY

Qr tr
cpu.uu,

WASII

$7.50

DRESSES

PARTICULARLY

An exceptionally desirable group of
new and pretty styles fashioned of
all manner of wash fabrics. Full
range of sizes allows easy and satisfactory choosing.
.

Fast Color Gingham Dreses
solid

color flounce,
body and

with

Tailored and Lingerie Waists in newest models, neatly and tn t
tastefully trimmed, each i4X.OU

u)0UU

WOULD TAX LEGACIES
Concord, N. H., June 12. A hearing will be had in the probate court

here this week on the petition of the
New Hampshire
asking the court to determine the
question as to whether the legacies
contained in the will of Mrs. Ma'-Baker G. Eddy, the founder of Christian Science, are subject to the New
Hampshire Inheritance tax. Pending
the determination of the question the
executor of the will has been restrained from removing or transferring
any of the Eddy property in New
Hampshire.

state treasurer of

There's an
Easy Way
out of Coffee Troubles-Chan- ge
to

well-mad-

e

POSTUM
"There's a Reason"

and embroiderv
each

n

$1.75

rf

k)DU

IP

Dainty Lingerie Waists of unusual
beauty, in the most approved
styles, $3.00 up
to

$7.00

ESTABLtSHED 1Q6Z
'
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ECHO OF WARRINER

SAFETY HABIT
RALLY HERE ON

SATURDAY
i

DE-

PECTED TO PROFIT

EX-

BY IT

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway company will hold a Safety
Habit rally In Las Vegas Saturday of
this week, for the shop men and the
men in the operating department.
The object of the meeting will be to
impress upon employes the Importance of systematically keeping out of
danger, thereby saving life and limb
for workmen and patrons, and dollars
for the railway company.
The meeting will be under the direction of J. D. M. Hamilton, claims
attorney for the Santa Fe. Mr. Hamilton Is the inventor of the Safety
Habit button, worn by Santa Fe emHe will address the Las
ployes.
Vegas meeting. M. J. Drury. mechanical superintendent, and L. A. Matti-mordivision mechanic, will speak
especially to shop men, and J. M.
Kurn, general superintendent, and FV,
L. Myers, division superintendent, will
speak especially to the operating men.
Mr. Hamilton has made arrangements for a series of a dozen Safety
Habit rallies.
He will be at La
Junta Thursday and Raton Friday. He
ia accompanied by J. F. Jarrell, publicity agent of the Santa Fe. General
Superintendent Kurn will go with
them as far as Albuquerque. The next
stop will be Albuquerque Monday.
e,

SUFFRAGE

if

CASE

Cincinnati, O., June 12. An echo
of the famous Warriner case, in which
Charles L. Warriner, treasurer of the
Big Four railroad, was sent to prison
about a year ago for the embezzlement of $643,000 of the company's
funds, was heard in court here today when the case of Edgar Street
Cooke of Chicago was called for trial.
's
Following the disclosures of
embezzlement a similar charge
of embezzlement was brought against
Cooke, who formerly was a Big Four
employe under Warriner. Warriner
ts to be brought from the penitentiary
at Columbus to testify at the trial
of Cooke and It is also expected that
Mrs. Jeanette S. Ford, the "woman
in the case," will be placed on the
stand.

NO!
EM.F"3o"-- - Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

War-riner-

MEN AND OPERATING
PARTMENT OF SANTA FE

SHOP

CONVENTION

Stockholm, June 12. The congress
of the International Suffrage Alliance of the World, which is to hold
its sessions here this week, has attracted to Stockholm noted equal suffrage advocates from many countries .
The National American Woman Suffrage association will have a large
numerical representation and is expected to take a conspicuous part in
the proceedings of the congress. Mrs.
Carrie Chapman Catt, of New York,
will preside at several of the sessions.
Other prominent members of the American delegation are Rev. Anna How-ar- o
Shaw, Miss Mary B. Ely, Miss
Frances Wills, Mrs. Frederick Nathan,
and Mrs. Alice Parker Lesser.

Phone Haiti 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
La
Vegas. New Mexico.

GROSS, KELLY
(Incoporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In

WOOL. HIDES
BAINWAGONS-RACINEVEHICLES-

Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon. 11 Bast St.. Bath Me.,

sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
work caused a chronic inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
commen.ed taking them, I began to
regain my strength. The inflammation cleared and I am far better than
I have been for twenty years.
The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and I highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drag Co.

CO.

&

and PELTS

-Szlg

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari N M

-

Corona, N.

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.
'

Trinidad, Colorado

t

1

AUTOGRAPHS
London, June 12.

AUCTIONED
One of the most

Interesting and important dispersals
of autographs in recent years was
commenced at, Sotheby's today, when
the famous Huth collection of autograph letters and documents was
placed on sale. Among the many
valuable items in the collection, all
of them of great historical value, are
letters written by Queen Elizabeth,
Katherine of Aragon, Charles I.,
Henry VII., Edward IV., and Mary,
Queen of Scots. Amongthe literary
are Robert
celebrities represented
Burns, Henry Fielding and Oliver
Goldsmith.

i
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A large variety of the season's best
models, nicely trimmed with lace

only, trimed with navy blue bands
and buttons, low square rrtp
Efl
neck and long sleeves.
An all Linen Dress in natural color
only, made with round neck and
half sleeves, piped with mpm n
14)
OU
contrasting color

not-ofte-

I

rf

--

i

It
pi

The always desirable white, trimmed in various ways with lace, embroidery or the very popular colored
designs.

A neat checked Gingham Dress, blue

A

ATTRACTIVE

WAISTS

all-ov-

sleeves

St

$7.00

all Linen Suit in natural color, pleated skirt,
neatly trimmed with buttons,
only

An

Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. Ni George, Irondale. Ala., was

bothered with kidney trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-ieKidney Remedy, and before taking it three days I could feel its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared up, and I
am so much better. I do not hesitate
to recommend
Foley Kidney Remedy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
y
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Crystal Ice -

CLEAN,

PURE

AND

Made

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

from distilled water

CetUs Sliow
PHONE 22? MAIN

ou
,

Drug Co.

'
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field yesterday, hit a nasty grounder
MAROONS
that bounded over Coles' head Shea Players
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Covered the ball quickly and at Schoeny, cf.
3 0 0 4 0 1
4 0 0 1 0 1
tempted to field It to first in time Wilson, ss
to cut off Edburn. He threw th? ball Ellis, If
4 0 0 4 0 0
out of Coles' reach and Lochart od Lockhart, lb
3 1
1 7 1 0
1 1 0 0 0
4
Angel both scored, bringing the game Angel, 3b.
to an end.
4 0.0
0
Martin, c.
4 0 0 2
1
0
Barr did the pitching stunt for Daw Padilla, 2b
3 1 1 1 0 0
son in Saturday's game. He showed Edburn, rf.
0 0 3 5 0
NINTH INNING RALLY RESULTED the same classy form that he display, Lochort, p
bOSTON GIRL'8 SINGING A FEA
ed when In the box for the Railroad
IN VICTORY 3 TO 2 VISIT32 3 3 27 8 2
Totals
ers on Decoration Day. The Maroons
TURE OF OHLMEYER'S MUSI
ORS WON SATURDAY
were unable to hit him at opportune
Score bx innings:
CAL ORGANIZATION
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
times. Edburn was the star of the Dawson
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
The Maroons broke even with the contest, however. He held the Daw Maroons
Miss Blanche Lyons, the soprano so
son
Earned
runs. Maroons 1.
r
to
Er
five
scattered
hits.
Summary
players
Dawson baseball aggregation,
loist of the Ohlmeyer band, is a Bos
Two-base
rors and bonehead plays kept him
hit, Harrod. Double plays, ton
losing Saturday's game by a score of
girl, vivacious, full of energy and
from scoring a shut-ouLockhart to Padilla. Hit by pitcher.
4 to 2 and grabbing yesterday's cona
with
that at once wins
Dawson got three scores In the third Lockhart. Sacrifice hits. Shea, Mc- as well personality
as the possessor of a powerful
test in a garlson finish 3 to it. Both
Greever.
Lochart.
Struck
S;
out, by
inning in spite of the fact that noth
games were magnificent exhibitions ing that even looked like a hit was by Corich, 7. Base on balls, off Loch- sweet and clear voice. She is one oi
the few singers who is really a suc
of the national pastime and even had produced. McGreever
got to first art, 4; off Corich, 2. Time of game, cess in connection with band
concerts.
the Maroons lost the series the fans when Ettinger missed Lockhart's 1:45. Umpire, McWenle.
She alho has an extensive repertoire of
would have been able to board the throw to first. Barr drew a base on
excellent songs, arrangements
of
cars for home with a good taste in. balls. Clark hit to short but made
mcu nave specially teen made to
hamtheir mouths.- But when they
first on a fielder's choice, Barr besuit the Instrumentation
NOTES OF THE GAME
of. the
mered out a victory In the last half ing thrown out at second. Cla k and
Ohlmeyer band.
of the last session the fans went McGreever attempted a double steal
Miss Lyons, after years of study at
wild. Baseball stock has gone up and Martin threw to Wilson to break
the Boston conservatory, decided on
several notches since the enthusiasts up the play. Wilson had the ball in
Edburn is the real goods.
have discovered Las Vegas ha a team plenty of time to head off the run
suing abroad to- further her voice cul
and one
two
hits
got
Angel
Saturday
as
same
class
in
can
the
ture, and she spent several years
that
ner. He snapped the bail quickly ?u
play
Dawson, which possesses a magnifi- the direction of Lockhart Instead of yesterday.
studying in the European countries.
A crowd of about fifteen Dawson
cent collectlon'of baseball players.
Last October, while Mr. Ohlmeyer
attempting to make the putout him
rcoters
witnessed the game yesterday. was east and
star
Trinidad's
both
was
nad
wide
The
self.
throw
Tommy Lochart,
looking the field of
Wilson is having hard luck. He singers over carefully with a view cf
pitcher, twirled for the Maroons yes- men scored. An error by Lockhart
terday. He pitched an excellent game and another mlsplay on the part of - hitting the ball hard, but fancy engaging a soprano soloist specially
and Dawson's two scores were made Wilson allowed Shea to score.
fielding stunts are robbing him of safe adapted to meet the requirements of
on a hit of the scratchiest Variety.
Boneheaded playing in the eighth ones.
his band, after careful consideration
Several times Lochart got himself out allowed Dawson to make the only
Captain Martin is showing better t elected and engaged Miss Lyons for
of had boles by magnificent twirling. score that can be put down as an form every day. He throws the bases the entire season that the Ohlymer
He received good support from the earned run. Shea hit a high riy into with great accuracy and gives the band has hooked for this eummer.
Maroons. Corich was on the mound left field. Wilson ran out to recover team stability.
After his concert here, Mr. Ohlmay.ir
for Dawson. He Is a left hander and it and Ellis came running in from the
Dorsey was the star hitter yester and his band go direct to the Pacific
has speed and curves of a bewilder- sun garden. The two became confus- day. He got three bases on balls, and ccest. and for ten weeks will
play at
ing variety. For eight innings he ed and allowed the ball to drop be- a safe bingle, making his average for the famous California recort. Coro- apwitu
hltless
credited
and.it
held the Maroons
tween them, Shea being
the game 1,000.
nado Beach. The very fact that Miss
e
hit. Donovan followed
peared that the locals were having a
Ellis Is hitting and fielding well. Lyons is contracted to remain there
In
scoring Shea. Saturday he made a .beautiful
with a clean
difficulty in solving his delivery.
play, the entire season argues well for her
e
the ninth, however, he let down and
t trowing Donovan out at home when
In the eighth Angel got a
and her worth as a singer, and
'tlie Maroons garnered three hits, hit. He was advanced by raanias the latter attempted to score from ability
there is no question but that she will
which with a bobble, gave the game out, second to first. Edburn proaucea third on Richter's fly.
s.'ng herself into the hearts of the
to the home team.
a hit and Angel scored. Ellis started
Las Vegas is a good ball town as critics clientele
attending the concerts.
the
in
tallies
its
only
Dawson made
the ninth for the Maroons, getting a eidenced by the attendance Saturday
Miss Lyons comes direct to Las
second inning. With two down, Dor- single. He stole second and was ad and Sunday.
At home eames are
after her great success with the
sey drew a base on balls. McGree- vanced to third by Lockhart's hit. wanted, and these often as possible. Vegas
band at Willow Grove park,
wnu.n
Ohlmeyer
center
neia
to
one
diffiver hit
Lockhart took second without
Trinidad would be an excellent drawPhiladelphia. Her ability as a singer
Srhmnv droDDed after a long run, culty. Ellis scored on Martin's sac- ing card.
Mcmay best be judged by the fact that
rifice fly to left.
Dorsey taking third on the play.
After the showing made by the lo
Willow
Grove park is the highest type
Maroons
the
as
second
took
Greever
The box scores:
cals yesterday in defeating a
cf ar amusement park in the United
were playing safe and did not atGame.
Saturday's
aggregation, the fans ougtit to Siates, and caters to the
very best
AB. R. H.PO.A. E. be willing to
tempt to cut him off with Dorsey,
Dawson:
cough up a little money clientele of Philadelphia. The
on
third.
5
1
4
1
strength
who Is a fast base runner,
If
tc strengthen any weak spots that
some- Clark,
of the organization with which Miss
2
4
'I?etey" Harrod, who weighs
ss
may develop.
next up, Shay,
is connected can best be Judged
4
0 1 1
thing over 00 stone, was
Donovan, rf
Dawson kicked when McWenle call Lyons
mothe
from the fact that such orchestras as
0
0
2
4
cf
Dorsey started for the plate
ed Lockhart safe at third in the ninth
Richter,
Victor Herbert and Walter Damosch
ment Lochart began his delivery. Cole, lb
4
0 0 13
yesterday. Lockhart was safe, how of New
York, and Theodore Thomas
3
0 1 4
Iochart, thinking to etop the proceed- Brierly, c
ever, as could be plainly seen from orchestra
wide
of Chicago, follow in succes
1
4
0
0
ings right there, gave Harrod a
. . .
3b.
the player's bench. Dorsey is a classy
Dorsey,
Mr.
sion
one. The big batter, however, man- McGreever, 2b
4
1
Ohlmeyer's engagement at
0 2
fielder and a good hitter, hut he missWillow Grove.
aged to step over the plate and land Barr. p.
u
o
0
ed a couple of good opportunities to
..,2
on the ball, which clipped over first
make put outs by being slow in tag
in
automobiles
in
the.
was
lost
and
.33 4 5 27 12 3 ging the runner.
Totals
Corout
Tight field. Lochard struck
AB. R. H. PO.A. E.
Maroons:
Some sensational
fleldine stunt
CALENDAR OF 8P0RTS
ich, thus ending the agony.
0
. .4
cf . .
were
done during the series. SaturSihoeny,
FOR THE WEEK
Las Vegas' first score came in the
2
ss...
..4
Wi'son,
afternoon
day
Padilla, after a long
fifth. With one down, Edburn drew Ellis, if
1
..4
run. caught Dorsey's drive into right,
a base on balls. Lochart hit a grass
6
2b.
..3
Lockhart,
felling flat on his face, but holding onShea
'
cutter to deep second whicn
5
to the ball. He recovered in time o
.,3
Ettinger, lb. .
Monday.
throwhard
a
run,
scooped up after
10
c.
..3
Martin,
throw Brierly out at first, completing
Great European circuit Aeroplane
took
Edburn
first.
out
at
Lochart
ing
0
..4
a fast double.
Angel, 3b....
ninth inning aco is scheduled to start from Paris
second on the play. A moment later
3
..2
Padilla,
rf....
Donovan
an
yesterday,
hit
awful drive
Opening of' the International horse
he stole third. Schoeny hit one to
0
3
to Lockhart. The latter smothered it show at Olympia, London.
Edburn, p
the Infield which waB fielded to first
and doubled Clark out at second.
in plenty of time to have cut him off.
Opening of annual polo tournament
30 2 6 27 9 5
Totals
ot the Bryn Mawr (Pa.,) Polo club.
Cole, however, attempted a grandScore
CONVENTION OF BEAVERS
National tennis championships for
stand stunt, reaching for the ball with Dawson by innings:
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 4
buoxI, Miss., June 12. The nation- women's singles, doubles and mixed
one hand, and the sphere got away
Maroons
000000-- 1
al convention of the Supreme Dam of doubles opens at
from him. Schoeny being safe and EdPhiladelphia Cricket
Two-bas- e
hits.
Shay, Beavers, a fraternal organization with club.
Summary
himself
redeemed
Cole
burn scoring.
Sacrifice a membership extending
on the netx play, stopping a hot liner Donovan, Brierly, Angel.
throughout
Cottoa States tennis championship
hits Ettinger, Lockhart, Martin, Earn- the country, met in Biloxi
for tournment opens at Montcomery, Ala.
from Wilson's bat
today
ed runs Maroons, 1 ; . Dawson, 1. a .three days' session.
Mayor Glennan
There was something doing at the
Old Dominion tennis championship
Double plays Padilla to Lockhart; El gave the visitors a welcome this
tournament opens at Riohmond, Va.
beginning of the Maroons' last eessioa lis to Martin. Struck out
By Edburn, morning and response was made by
at the bat. Lochart, the first tsicker
California State tennis chcan-pio- n
5; hy Barr, 5. Bases on ballB Off Ed G. A. Canale of Memphis.
Supreme ship tournament opens at Santa Cruz,
up, drew a single. Frank Angel fol2.
of
Urn President L. E. Valloft delivered his
Time
game 1:30.
lowed with a single. Lochart reach- burn,
California.
annual address this afternoon.
See- plre McWenle.
for
third.
started
and
second
ed
Tuesday.
ing he would be cut off he raced
Opening of Cedar Valley circuit race
CLASS DAY AT PRINCETON
Sunday's Game
back for second. Angel, either poorly
meeting at Des Moines, la.
DAWSON
Princeton, N. J., June 12. Many
coached or somewhat rattled, hiked
upeuins or ijorn Beit circuit race
AB R. H. PO. A. E. visitors attended the class day exer
Players
for second. Dorsey hurried the ball
at Miller, S. D.
meeting
1
0
0
0
4
6
cises at Princeton university today
to first to catch Angel, in his attempt Clark, rf
Dicy Hyland vs. Battling Hurley, 10
4 o 2 3 3 1 The customary program of exercises
to get bock to the base. Lochart, Shea, 2b
rounds, at Albany, N. Y.
5 0 1 0 0 0 was carried out, the
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for
Donovan,
started
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seeing this proceeding
Wednesday.
4 0 2 6 1 0 being the planting of the class
He slid around Dorsey and Brierly, c
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third.
Opening of Idaho State tennis cham
9
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4
0
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0
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dust
the
When
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sau hall, followed toy the cannon ex. pionship tournament at Lewiston.
1 1 1 0
cleared away Angel was on second Dorsey, 3b
Frank Klaus vs: "Montana Dan"
2 1 0 2 2 1 ercises later In the afternoon.
a
McGreever, ss
and lochart on.third. Martin and
20 rounds, at Oakland, Cal.
Sullivan,
1
1
0
4
1
0
struck out and the crowd thought Harrod, cf
Thursday.
4 0 0 1 1 0
PROMINENT SPEAKERS
the game was lost. But they had not Corich, p.
Annual meeting of the Society of
litMinneapolis,
12.
June
Minn.,
The
All
on
Edburn.
plucky
reckoned
Automobile Engineers at Dayton, O.
23 2 8 26 8 5 signs point to a
attle pitcher, who held down right Totols
Grand Chicago handicap shooting
tendance at the annual convention
of the National Association of Credit tournament opens at Chicago.
tournament of the Long
Open
Men, which will begin its sessions
here tomorrow. The noted unenVera Branch Lawn Tennis club. Long
Branch, N. J.
to be heard on the
i-opening day InInvitation tournament of the Mont- clude Archbishop Ireland, James X
clair Golf club, Montclair, N. J.
Hill,
Governor
Eberhart,
Mayor
Contagious Blood Poison manifests itself in the most loathsome Haynes of Minneapolis
Sam Langford vs. Tony Caponi, 15
and H. Hi
copper-colorand
mouth
spots,
ulcerated
throat,
as
such
'
symptoms,
at Winnipeg, Man.
rounds,
of
Pigott
Winnipeg.
and even sores and ulcers on different portions of the body. The
Joe Coster vs. Johnny Kilbane, 12
the glandular system,
VOTE ON COMMISSION PLAN
poison causes the hair to fall out, and sometimes Blood
rounds, at Akron, O.
Poison which
cure
can
medicine
Contagious
No
attacked.
is
N. J., June 12. Much In
Bayonne,
Friday.
does not rid the circulation of every particle of the insidious terest Is manifested in the
National circuit automobile races at
special
when
virus The least taint left in the blood will break out afreshContaelection to be held In Bayonne to- State Fair grounds, Milwaukee.
S.S.S. is the real and certain cure for
treatment is left off.
Annual golf contests for the Tom
morrow, when the voters will decide
and by removing
upon the adoption or rejection of the Morris memorial trophy.
gious Blood Poison ; it goes into the circulation,
to
the
healthy qualities
for the commission form of mu
every particle of the poison, and adding, rich,All
Opening of annual exhibition of
who suffer with this plan
blood forever cures this powerful disorder.
Tuxedo Horse Show association, Tuxnicipal government.
of their homes by using
in the
ALL-STA-
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IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

all-sta-

t.

Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

-

i-

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

two-bas-

two-sacke- r,

two-bas-

$l,500-a-mont-

h

oi the Hamilton Jockey club, Hamilton, Ont.
Start of the
motor
boat race from New York, to Bermuda.
Annual hill climb' of the Maine asa
ciatlon, Portland, Me.
Metropolitan tennis championship
at West Side Tennis club, New York
long-distanc-e

Sunday.
Annual renewal1 ot the Grand
de
Steeplechase
Paris,
Auteull,
France.

10

.........

In-th-

12

Electric Irons

City.

COLORADO

On 30 Days Trial

F R

E

E

SUNDAY SCHOOLS

Pueblo, Colo., June 12. A small
army of enthusiastic religious workers has invaded Pueblo and will remain In possesion of the city three
days, during which time the annual
convention of the Colorado State Sunday School association will hold forth.
A welocme demonstration at Mineral
Palace tonight will be followed
by the opening of the regular
business sessions tomorrow morning.
One of the big features of the week
will be the Flag day parade on Wed
nesday, when it is expected that
fully 5,000 Sunday school children
and teachers will march In the procession.

h

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

The uniform success that has at
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
made it a favorite everywhere. It can
always be depended upon. For sale
by all druggists.

It is vorse than useless to take any
medicine Internally for muscular or
chronic rheumatism. All that Is need
ed is a free application of Chamber
lain's Liniment For sale by all druggists.

Phone Main 206

--

til

ii

Subscribe tor

Tho. Optio

M

VF

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse aubstitutea,
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CR088
DRUG CO.

11

Pa-dill-

record-breakin-

MATINEE
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g

andIght

OPERA HOUSE
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.

JUNE

CURES

nnn

MATINEE

14th- -

AND NIGHT

JUNE 14th

ed

privacy
disease may cure themseves
contained
in our Home Treatment
instructions
and
following
SSS.
medical advice desired,
with
any
Book which .we will send, together
stores.
at
sale
for
is
drug
S.S.S.
free of charge.
THE SWIFT SFEC1FSC CO, ATLANTA, CA.

twelfth Season
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Direct

Foley Kidney Pills are a trn

.

maiii.

Saturday.
Schuylkill
Navy
regatta on the
m
Schuylkill river, Philadelphia.
Opening of annual spring meeting 1

trtioiiOT.
Thp

n?

here from Philadelphia, Willow Grove

Park-Greate- st
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at Every Stroke

The

Amusement Park in America

edo, N. Y.

cine. They are hea'in.
mg, antiseptic and tonle.
quickly. O. G. Schaefer
Cross Drug Co.

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle
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liered for. a moment that they would.
W"fefc4 any confidence In their BUP
port he would not have resorted! to,
tie extremity of appointng men without giving the people a voice in their
"
selection.
He adopted the arbitrary course because it was forced upon him, and he
will be compelled to maintain his position by force. He had afforded his
eaemle and the merely i ambitious
the excuse they desired, and it la reasonable to expect, judging from the experience of the past, that They will
promptly embrace their opportunities.
It may be conceded that' a large
proportion of the revolutionists are in
spired by a desire for reform, but if
it is obtained it will be at the expense
ot stability and only after, a long
struggle.

121,

1911.

HURRAH FOB MAROONS

HEALTH HELPS
Health conditions are excellent in
Las Vegas at present and they will
continue this way during1 the entire
warm season if the people pay ordinary attention to the rules of health.
Cleanliness plays an important part
In the health of a city; lack of it
promotes disease. Unclean premises
are a menace to every city, because
they are the chief breeding place for
flies a pest whose ravages are such
that medical authorities" all 6verthe
country are preachfn"g"ffiegreF3an-ge- f
whih comes from theirrambles,
especially about the house. Flies
thrive on filth and spread the infection from it to all quarters unless precautious are taken to nullify the efI""""""".
fects of their visits.""
Flies are' not necessary about the
household, although people hive for
years grown accustomed to regarding
them as necessary evils... Proper
screening of windows and doors, carefulness in not allowing particles of
food around for them to feast on,
scrupulous care in not permitting rub
bish to litter the yard; will have a
wonderful effect in lessening the num
ber of flies about a house. Where
no food exists for them to thrlev upon
flies cannot exist. Exercising care in
this respect will he promoting a warfare which in time will make the fly
an Insect that will not be common
to practically, every American home.
Persistent warfare on the pests will
drive them away, and with them will
follow many of the diseases bo com;
mon to the summer months. '
Dependence upon a few people to
wage a battle of extermination against
the fly will not be productive of any
good. It is a fight in which all should
bear a part United and determined
effort on the part of 'all can accom
plish the result which is so much de
sired. All that is necessary Is for the
people to realize the seriousness of
the charge against the fly and to im
plicltly follow the advice which the
foremost medical authorities are of
fering In an effort to make the peo
ple aware of the great danger which
threatens their health and happiness.
--

"

.

Nearly every baseball fan in the city
must be convinced by this time that
in the Maroons they have a team
worth, while. Those games with the
l'uwson team on Saturday and Sunday were all that was needed to demonstrate this fact conclusively. The
Saturday game was the real goods in
the way of an exhibition of first-clas- s
b.iseball. It showed the mettle of the
Vegas aggregation. They don't know
what the word quit means. With the
score 4 to 0 against'them in the eighth
inning, the Maroons kept pegging
away. They did not become listless
and take defeat as a foregone conclusion. They kept right on their toes,
; batted in two runs in this and the
uinth inning and gave the visitors an
i a v. ful scare. And
in the Sunday game,
i
they started in on the last half of the
ninth inning with a 2 to 1 score staring them in the face and the opposing
pitcher going strong. But the Maroons
never thought of it. They went at the
ball hammer and tongs and when the
dust had settled they had two runs
and the game to their credit.
Even a ball team with only mediocre
ability will win a lot of games if they
will keep right on playing the best
trey know how until the third and
u'.st out has been called. That kind
of playing has won more than few pennants in the major leagues and in all
other leagues. It's a kind that is
to heat. Nor is there evidence
that the Maroons are of mediocre ability. They seem to be there with the
goods in each particular department
of the game. The Maroons are entitled to the heartlesst and most gen
erous kind of support from the lovers
of the national game in the city and
it.s vicinity. They have been getting
this support. It should be continued
and enlarged. All possible encouragement will help them on their way.
There is no better advertisement for
any town that a winning ball team,
which is well patronized. The Las
Vegas attendance compares more than
favorably with the best throughout
the territory. It's the duty of Las
Vegans to keep it up.
o
dlf-fic- lt

TROUBLES OF 3IADEKO
No one who has followed the course
cr events in Mexico will be surprised

'

o

KEEP WITHIN THE LIMIT
Don't get as big as you could. If
Is anything of profit to be gath
ered from the present-daprotest
against bigness it is this warning that
the moment you attain your
somebody will be wanting to
see how much he can whittle ; you
down. It is safer to keep a little grow
ing power in reserve and not overdo
the matter, wisely advises the Denver
' ''
" " '"'
Republican.
Don't get as rch as'you-an;the
same rule applies. You will find .it
more profitable to devote some of your
time and thoughts to getting the benefit of what you haveTatne'r 1han"3n
spending all your energies .getting
...

there

y

h

?

more.

-

T8e?multi-milllopair-

e

tent 'always lW happiest

"

come when his
man; the tfinev-Jnay
millions sMsgwV even aim. . He sees
then that it would have been better
bad he stopped somewhere back on
the road and laughed to think that
ho was getting the farther on by holding himself in reserve. The most
ridiculous object in life is the man
who has spent all he has buying that
for which he has no earthly use. Ease
up when you are short of your best
and you will find the going always

Bryan democrats.
'j $(
Progressive, democrat '
' j,
Joe Bailey 'democrat. f
;
. Lorlmer democrat.
i '
Jt,?ierpont Morgan democrat.
'
J
Sugar '.democrats." J
ofce Joiiesome; Rjuevall Bemo- -

-

r

f

crat.

Baseball tsns'ta this city
as thick as flies.
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FORCINOA DECLINE

Is Las Vegas going to be left out
in the "Call of New Mexico" on June THEIR SELLING OF STOCKS FREE22?

CONSIDERABLE

LY CAUSED
A

SLUMP

IN

OF

PRICES

"

'

--

Southern ; steers,- - $ i.00 5.60.
Southern cows and heifers i $3.00
i 50. Native cows and heifers, $2.75
610; stockera and,if feeders, v $4.00
5.30. Bulls, $3.755.00.'- Calves,. $4'.50
.75.00.
Western steers,'
7.50.
Western cows, $3.004.75. : '''
5
Hogs Receipts,-- ' li.OOO." Market,
cents lower. Bulk of sales, $6.03
6 20. Heavy, $6.056.15. Packers and
Lights, $6.10
butchers, $6.106.20.
6 2t.
Market,
Sheep Receipts,' 8,000.
strong to lOo higher. Muttons, $3.25
Fed
4.00.
$5.506.75.
Lambs,
wethers and yearlings, $3.6004.50.
Fed western ewes, $3.00$3.50.

almost

o

--

.

6 35.

BEARS SUCCEED IN

good.

ACTIVITY

OF SHORTS

STIMULATED TRADING
BUYING

EXCITED

OF OATS

RUN

UP PRICE OF CEREAL MARKETMARKET ROSE

That Dawson club doesn't look like
a month to the Maroons. TwenChicago, June 12. Excited buying
New York, June 12. After having
ASSORTFI POL1CTAXS
ty cents plus two nickels sounds
oats today ran up the price of that
of
pronounced strength during the early
about light.
and largely, controlled the accereal
Market
the
of
the
Stock
part
day,
General Sherwood classiifes the reof
tion
other grain. The offerings of
the gains which had
weakened
publicans in Washington as follows:
That society burlesque In the A- been made and
were
oats
unusually small. At the
acof
all
the
by virtually
Regular regulars.
lbuquerque Morning Journal Sunday
outset the shorts became alarmed and
dewere
tive
lost
The
list,
quickly
was one of the cleverest newspaper
Insurgent regulars.
in an effort to cover, developer a genInsurgent insurgents.
stunts in the. history of New Mexico mand fell off largely when orders
eral flurry, which took the market to
which
over
had
end
accumulated
the
Regular insurgents.
Journalism. "The Staff, did thema higher level in double quick time.
of the week had been executed and
We thank the general for assort- selves
proud In the absence of the bear
Jt-lSTOCK
LIVE
started at 37 to , an advance
CHICAGO
who
had
been awaiting
traders,
ing the republicans into definable society editress on a vacation. To
to
of
12.
Cattle
June
an
cents, and rose to 38.
receipts,
sold
stocks
Chicago,
dlstanec
At
opportunity,
this
from the read the dope dished out was to ror.
freely.
groups.
"
Cool weather and rains, together
United Slates Steel gave way un- 23,000. Market, steady. Beeves, $5.15
capital there appeared to be about as
6.50.
Texas steers, $4.505.75. with bearish cables, made wheat weak
much order in our partisan alignment
der the attack and the remainder of
IN SESSION IN BUFFALO
Stock-ert first, but the bulge in the oats marWestern
$4.755.70.
steers,
as there is in a boy's pocket.
bethe
list
followed
the
it,
depression
Buffalo, N. Y., June 12. About one
Cows ket turned sentiment
in wheat the
and
feeders, $3.855.65.
But are the democrats . better off hundred deltgates are attending the ing especially pronounced in the case
$5.01'
and
other
Calves,
at 88
to
$2.406.65.
heifers,
way.
July
opened
a
Without being upon the scene of annual convention of the New York tf number ot southern stocks which
88, and rose to 88.
greatest political activity we can per- state organization of the United Mas- were affected by reports of continued (88.25.
Market,
42,000.
Corn was swayed chiefly through
ceive:
Hogs. Receipts,
ter Butchers' association; which be dry weather in the cotton belt
Light, $6.00
Free trade democrats.
Declines from the best prices of the steady to 5c lower.
sympathy with oats. July started
gan in this city today. The sessioas
Mixed,
$5.956.35. Heavy, off to
Protective tariff democrats.
up at 54 to 55, and rose to
will last until Thursday.
morning reached a point in many in- 6.32.
Routh.
$5.85$6.00 55.
stances. Uncertainty as to the divi- $5.856.32.
dend payment resulted in further Good to choice heavy, $6.006.32
Provisions eased a trifle with hogs.
weakness in Denver and Rio Grande. Pigs, $56656.20. Bulk of sales, $6.29 First sales were a shade to five cents
6.35.
Union Pacific sold a point under Satlower with September delivery at
GENERAL WOOD'S ARMY RESERVE PLAN
Market $14.92
St.
Louis and Southfor pork, $8.30 for lard and
urday's closing,
Sheep Receipts, 23,000.
eak native, $2.754.50. Western, $3.00 $8.15 for ribs.
Missouri Pacific,
western,
4.50. Yearlings, $4.355.20. Lambs,
and Denver and Rio Grande common
Closing quotations were as follows:
Washington, June 12. A change in be paid a nominal sum, say $1.50 a and preferred, and Third avenue
native, $4.?56.50. Western, $4.25
Wheat, July,
September,
the military system of the United month for his trouble in keeping in Bonds were irregular. Last sales were 6.75.
.,
86.
as
follows:
States so radical as to be almost touch with the war department. GenCorn July, 54. September, 56.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
69
revolutionary has just been proposed eral Wood would also have these men Amalgamated Copper
Oats July, 38; September, 39.
St. Louis, June
120
unchang- September,
Leonard Wood, under obligation to attend maneuvers American Beet Sugar
by Major General
Atchison
115
ed; territory and western .mediums,
Pork July,
$14.40.
chief of staff, U. S. A., who is urging With the militia and regular army ev:
September,
Great Northern pfd
139
1779. Fine mediums, 1617vi $15.15.
upon congress the adoption of his ery other year, for a period of seven New York. Central
no Pine,
j.;.,...
Iard July $8.228.23.
Septemplan for army reserves. Stated brief- or eight days. He would except the Northern Pacific
136
ber, $8.358.37.
his
less
reis
than
the
from
of
reservists
the
ly,
Reading
nothing
plan
i60
obligation
NEW YORK METAL
Ribs July, $8.258.27.
Septemto a call for strike or riot Southern Pacific...
121
retention of the enlisted men of the sponding
New York,
June
Dull, ber, $8.22.
""
Union
Pacific
m;
,
186
?4.404.50.
regular army and the militia, subject duty.
Standard copper, firm.
eJfj
78
Each year, under the present flat United States Steel
to the call to arms for a period of
Spot and September,.. $11.8012.10.
LIVERPOOL COTTON.
United States Steel pfd
118
Silver, 57.
years after they have served their enlistment period of theee years, the
Liverpool, June 12. Closing cotton
loses about twenty thousand
armjy
dull prices three points higher.
time with the colors. In other words,
spot
'
men. If these men were saved to the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
NEW YORK MONEY
American midd fair, 883; good midd,
General Wood proposes to build up in
a reserve, for a period
Kansas City, June 12. Cattle reNew York, June 12. Call money, 856; midd, 834; low
the United States a trained soldiery army through
midd, 814; good
of seven years after the expiration of ceipts, 13,000.
Market, steady to 10
Piime paper,
which shall be in constant state of
oidinary, 788; ordinary, 763; sales,
their first three years, in eight years cents lower.
Native steers, $5.00
Mexican dollars, 45.
o
4,000 bales.
preparedness for war. Without such a force of
approximately one huna force, military experts say, certain
dred
men
and sixty thousand
would
defeat would result from war with any
be established. These men could be L.,,.J.
,,,,,.,,.
,.,
N.IIII..,I.,M
;
of the great powers.
;
in the field on little more than
placed
The popular conception of the mili- a few hours'
notice, and constitute an
tary policy of the United States Is army of which no general need enthat we should have a small but ef- tertain distrust. With . the
regular
ficient standing army. It is every
army of nearly one hundred thou
.
where admitted that in case of real sand
men, and the militia, the rewar, victory would have to be won, servists would make
up a force of apnot bv the small body of regular
proximately, four hundred thousand
troops but by Mr. Common People, men. It is estimated, that the United
turned soldier, who would be called States would need at
least this numIn to supplement the existing army.
ber of soldiers at the very outset of
The military leaders insist that the
any war worthy of the name.
citizen reserve be a trained reserve,
to general opinion,
that shall not only know what to do' Contrary
of soldiers in the regular
when placed in the field, but how
army are not desired by officers of
to do it.
General Wood's school of military
General Wood's plan for bringing
A big store has a big House Spirit, Big Things are
thought. These officers hold that the
always accomplished in a big way. Doing
about a state of preparedness is sim interests of the nation will
be conon
a big. scale has buUt thi store's business
things
to its present stature. Aggressive
ple. He proposes to make the enlist served beet
up
by giving to as many citiBusiness Methods ha. set this place off in a class of its
ment term In the .regular army ten zens as
ownv We have put our entire strength into an
possible the training in milieffort to please and give satisfaction to our customers. 'Constant alertness
years, of which three shall be served tary discipline, the use of
to every business opening
weapons,
with the colors. During the remain- maneuvers and
has placed ut in the limelight of good merchandising. Our
the general principles
are selected to please patrons of the
goods
ing seven years, according to the of modern soldiery.
most fastidious tastes as well as those of moderate means': :
They contend
plan, each soldier shall be on reserve. that the American
will be
people
It is proposed to allow him entire much better
prepared for war by con
?
freedom in civil life, with full choice
taining among themselves a large
as to place of residence and occupa- number of
men who have learned
tion, provided he shall keep the adju. soldiery, rather than
through the
tant general of the regular army al maintenance of a
regular ramv con
informed
ways
of his whereabouts. It sisting of men who have never
done
Is proposed that during the seven
and never will do anything but march
on
years he is
reserve each
and shoot.
One of the strongest lines we
o
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Big Stoma's Fmvor

te

When Will You Favor Us With a Call

Fine Footweai

Pumps and Oxfords
For Children

tr

UP

IN A

.

BALLOON

Don't go as far as you might; sit
down some time whil$ 'you still have
your strength and reylin;''tb(Justit
that you are not quite "all in.? St)- i::ng a little short of the limit of ydii
capacity will bring a consciousness of
reserve strength which you will find
;t is mighty good to have.
There is more fun Ao the derived
frorn. knowing that you coul$ outrun
another than .there Isint. stteming
yourseit actually to do the trick. It
is sometimes best merely to sit by

if the glory and supremacy of
He may
prove short-liveachieve his ambition and be inagu-rte- d
as president of. jthe republic; but
itfisi more than probable that his term
uf office will be abridged by a counter
revolution.
ritKf adlatchnofheT0riiiJiA!Siely6u'
fThere was absolutely no cohesion chuckle to yourself: "I .could do betii tie .revolutionary movement which ter than that if I'wafited' td'.,,"Tliere
resulted in the overthrow of Diaz. is nothing more comforting than! the
There was a point of contact in the consciousness of power in reserve, "
common desire of the disaffected to
One of the troubles with our people
get rid of the Wan whose firmness of today Is the tendency to go the.lim-ir- ,
had resulted in giving Mexico a stable
make every dollar possible, exert
government for more than a quarter every ounce of potential energy,
make;
ef a century, but that was alL
tne Doner carry tne last ponnd 'of
The uprisings in different parts of steam to which the guage is set. t Sit
the republic were, not due to any coh on the sideline now. .and, , then and
erent plan. They were suggested in chuckle at the thought of what you
many instances, by the success se could do df you tried. ' Let them call
cured by Madero. and in other cases you lazy If they thmfc you are; the
were inspired by personal ambitions biggest engine has to stop now and
and .a desire for plunder.
then to take on water. Relax occas- Tt Is not probable that these diver- sionally and let the other fellows work.
gent elements will harmoniously sup- The men who make the biggest sucport iladero. Madero never has be- - cesses of life are generally the ones
Ma-tftr- o

the worsfc failures of living.
to
tk extreme
Xbjt bo
who make
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BEST

show is that of Fine Ladies'
Footwear.
We carry a comAll
plete stock of A lasts.
leathers p a t e n t s , vici, gun

New

styles in the
best offerings of
pretty lasts and leathers.
AH leathers.
te

season's

metal, French kid, Russia Calf,
etc.
Oxfords like cut shown
from

Barefoot Sandals in
Gray
and Tan or Black
Horsehide.
Elkskin

02.75 to 04.0O

Cool Summer Clothes Here Galore
Outfitters from head to foot for the whole
family.
Retailers of everything sold by an
General
i
Merchandise Store.
te

'

'

OUR MOITOs

"The End of the Transection Is Your Satisfaction"
l

A Russian up in a balloonsky,
Got stuck on the horns of
moonsky!
And to a Jap spy

515-31- 7

the
"Who were de best man at do

last night, Sam?
P f i'i
He said: "How's this for high?"
"I think tt Were Pete Smlf7 ninn.
Said the Jap: ;Tou art a gone got $5 ,fQ da preacher nd o&It rife
coonskyt"
3
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The Ffgscfiniionlst-

I

W. LTDevIns'ahd

L. Woodbury of
visited Las Vegas people

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd whythe man on
whom everything depends.

Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription fillingTEvery
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Watrous,
yesterdayvli '
J. S. Johnson of Springer, was a
Sunday visitor In' Las Vegas. He returned, notne last night.
.Charlee Glasgow and a party of folks
from Colfax were in Las Vegas yesterday to spend Sunday.
Mrs. J. s. Rogers and Miss Pugh ot
Wagon Mound arrived this afternoon
for a short visit in Las Vegas.
Horace W. Kruse, a prominent resident of Raton, was here Sunday to
visif. his sister, Mrs. Ida Kruse Mo
'
Farlane.
George A. Fleming, manager ot the
Investment and Agency corporation,
has returned from a business rip to
Colorado Spring.
Miss Oro Evinston, who spent the
week-en- d
In Las Vegas visiting Miss
Shields at Las Vegas hospital, returned this afternoon to her home In
Raton.
George Robinson, J Allen, L. O.
Welch, H. Peppln anil several other
Dawson people were here yesterday to
see their team defeated by the
Maroons.
Adolph Vorenberg and wife arrived
today from Tucumcari, and will be the
guests several days of Mr. and Mrs.
D&n Stern. Mr.
Vorenberg is a prominent Tucumcari merchant.
'Wolfe Morants, Jerusalem" is one
ot the names on the Castaneda register, it is understood Mr. Morants re
fuses to be interviewed concerning
tit l ilt' conditions or the ship subsidy
bill. He thinks statehood will be given New Mexico. '
Engineer George Selover, who was
injured in the wreck near Domingo
Friday morning, arrived this after
noon from Albuquerque on train No.
10.
Mr. Selover was able to walk
from the train to a carriage He is still,
weak, however, from the effects of
his injuries and will not be able to
return to work for some time.
W. J. Lucas, E. D. Raynolds and
Daniel 'Stern1 left this afternoon for
Strong City, Kan., where they will attend the annual meeting of the Kan
sas Gas and Cement company, in
which they, are heavy stockholders.
The company controls a gas field near
EJmdale, ; Kan., which supplies gas
for Emporia, Strong City and Cotton
wood Falls. It is expected the reports
of the officers will show a large profit
for the year just past.
.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.
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RAILROADERS MADE
SHOW OFTHEHSELVES
"WALLOPED

BY

ALBUQUERQUE

YESTERDAY

IN DUKE CITY
BY 17 TO 4 SCORE

It was a hard road that the Railroader had to travel In Albuquerque

yesterday.
They were defeated by
Dan Padilla'a Grays by a score of 17
to 4. The Railroaders' line-ulooked like a strong one but It went to
pieces in the first inning and the
fragments never managed to get back
together. "Swede" 'Ekberg essayed to
hold down first base and made a
miserable showing. "Handy" Hancock was a little bit "off" in his
fielding and pitching. Harper Harmon did the best playing for the Las
Vegas bunch, getting two hits out
of four times at bat. A big crowd
was out to see the game and was
disappointed at the showing made.
A member of the Railroaders' team
said today that the Albuquerque team
would not have much of a show
against the Maroons. Padilla has not
succeeded In getting together much
f a bunch of ball tossers, with the
exception of the pitching department.
The Railroaders did not play the
game of which they are capable, due
to certain conditions over which the
management and most of the members
f the team - had no control. The
Railroaders' line-u- p
was Yates, If:
HarTiJckberg, lb; Hancock,
MATCH
mon, : TJttlnger, c; Lent, ss; MarChicago, June 12. Efforts are be
shall. 2b: Yoiinv?. 3b: Atkins
ing made to match "Cyclone Johnnie"
Forsellle, p.
Thompson with "Billy" Papke, the
fight to take place in Gary, Ind. on
Volev Kidney Pills take hold of your July 4m Thompson already has given
system and help you to rid yourself of his consent to the match and the promyour dragging backache, dull head-ache- . oters-have
cabled Papke. By reanervousness, Impaired eyesight,
111b
of
and of all the
having defeated Sullivan, midresulting from the son
Impaired action of your kidneys and dleweight champion of England, last
bladder. Remember It Is Foley Kidclaim to the midO. O. Schae-7e- r week, Papke lays
ney Pills that do this.
dleweight championship of the world.
ar-Red Cross Drug Co.
p

PAPKE-THOMPSO-

cf-p-

SOME REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC
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UNANIMOUSLY

TAKE
COMMISSIONERS
DECISIVE ACTION FOLLOWING .

COUNTY

HEARING

TODAY

a unanimous vote the county
commissioners at noon today rejected the petition of a. number of citizens of the county asking that the
route of the hew highway to Mora be
changed. Much argument for and
against the proposition was heard by
the commissioners, who had designated 10 o'clock this morning as the
hour upon which any citizens who desired to express their views could
have the privilege of doing so.
John D. 'W. Veeder led the forces In
favor of the petition and' District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward was the
principal speaker against the document Several prominent citizens
spoke against the petition. It was
stated by some of these that it was to
be regretted that the new road could
not have been built through Manuelltas
but that the territorial engineer had
determined after careful surveys, that
this was Impracticable, as the road
would be subject to frequent wash
outs.
Every phase of the matter was dis
cussed and it was brought out that
Territorial Good Roads Engineer J.
H. Meriwether in locating the road
tad done so after exhaustive surveys
und had decided uuon the route adopted
because he believed it to be the
cheapest road to construct and maintain as well as furnishing the best
facilities for travel and heavy traffic.
It was also shown that the greater
part of the portion of the route now
under protest has been completed at
a considerable cost.
By the arguments of several of the
speakers against the petition it was
brought out that the county has no
idea of abandoning the present Mora
road. It will ,be maintained lor the
use of the people who reside upon It
and use it regularly as well as for
those who care to take that route.
The petition, in brief, asked that
the route of the old Moras road be
tween Las Vegas and Sapello bridge
be utilized. The new route follows
the Los Alamos road to the site for
the new bridge across the Arroyo
Pecos near the old slaughter house
and runs from Azul northwest to the
Sapello bridge, where it joins the
present highway to Mora. According
to Good Roads Engineer J. H. Merih
wether, this road is one and
miles shorter than the present
road to Mora. From Las Vegas to
the Sapello bridge it is one mile and
forty feet longer than the old Mora-La-s
Vegas highway. The new section of the road, however, eliminates
heavy grades and will prove much
easier to travel and less expensive to
maintain than the route of the pres
ent route to Sapello over the Mora
road.
After the commissioners had voted
on the petition Mr. Veeder Inquired
if it were possible to suspend work
on the road wail) the territorial engineer and the petitioners could have
an opportunity to investigate
the
route. He was Informed that this
probably would be Impossible.
By
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Beware of the Dangerous Housefly
Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.

TEAM LIVES

At the regular meeting of the board
of directors of the Commercial club
tomorrow evening it will be suggested
that the club lend its support to the
movement for providing a larger and
more comprehensive exhibit of the
farming products of San Miguel coun
ty for display 'at the Chicago and
other land shows this fall. As was
Announced in The Optic last week,
the bureau of immigration and the bu
reau of publicity will not be able to
assist financially this year. It ' will
be suggested that the club get behind a movement for securing the
necessary funds.
One of the plans for getting the
money is to adopt the monthly sub
scription plan, merchants and others
who contribute being allowed to divide
their subscriptions into monthly pay
ments. This will make the burden
light and easily carried. A plan that
will be suggested to the club direc
tors is to appoint a competent man
to take charge of securing the exhlbits and the funds with which to
send them to the land shows. Past
experience has shown that arrange
ments for securing the exhibits must
be begun early In the season if the
display is to be a comprehensive one.
It Is not too early at the present
date to begin work.
Should a man be appointed his du
ties will be to keep close track of the
progress being made by the crops of
(he various farmers In order that he
may be able In the fall to go directly
to the men having the best products
and obtain good exhibits with little
delay. He should also keep track of
what is being done In the other coun
ties of the territory and keep the lo
cal farmers Informed.
This season promises to Te a big
one for the farmers and nothing
should be'allowed to keep San Miguel
county from enjoying its share of the
advertising that New Mexico will
gain through the land and farming
expositions. The Commerlcal club is
the proper organization to assist and
its directors likely will adopt the plan
to be suggested.
-

AN

ADDITIONAL $150 A MONTH
ALL THAT IS NEEDED TO

KEEP MAROONS GOING.
If the Maroons are to continue dur
ing the season, according to members
of tbo baseball association, an addi- lonal subscription of $150 a month
must be raised. The team is being
managed as economically as possible,
and yet put up good baseball and the
expenses are running about that far
ahead of the monthly income. In
view of the good showing made
by the
team yesterday there should be no
difficulty in securing the amount of
money needed. A committee will go
o work at once in ait effort to secure
the necessary funds. There are many
tans in the city who can afford to
contribute fifty cents or $1 a month.
They should not wait to be called
upon, but should notify the baseball
association to put their names on the
list,
According to the present Diana the
Maroons will go Sunday to Santa
Fe,
where they will meet the strong team
representing that city.
win
bring home the long end of the score
ia the belief of the fans.
Saturday
and Sunday, June 24 and 25, the Santa Fe team will play return games
nere. No more popular team ever
comes to Las Vegas than th
Fe bunch, and it Is
expected
crowas will turn out to witness large
the
games.
The baseball manaBempnt rOoa,.
$30 on the two games, with
Dawson,
the total receipts being over $170.
Considerable money was expended!
however, in putting the diamond in
condition. The services of Pitcher
ixcKhart of Trinidad cost about $25,
inducing expenses, so that no croat
amount was added to the
treasury.

,.(.

War to the death should be declared upon the little pest His
presence Is a disgrace. His touch mar be deadly. Either man must kill
the ny .or the fly will kill the man. If there Is no dirt and filth there will
be nd files."' '
:

Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'low flies In your house.
Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to "the swarms

ot flies.
Don't let flies crawl over the baby's
nipple of Its nursing bottle.

GAVE

HERSELF

AWAY.

upon the

y

and Insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and every one from whom
you buy food stuffs does the same. There is more health In a well screened house than In many a doctors' visit,

....

i

j.

f

e.!

tW

sw

mouth and swarm

Clean up your premises inside and out. and then see that others do
Hi.
the same. Strike at the root of the evIL The housefly breeds in horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like Dispose of these materials in such a
cannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
way that the house-fl-

i'dit o

) ;i

LAS VEGAS

TTH13 VICINITY has a climate ot unsurpassed healthfulneis wit"
Kit "l out extremes of heater cold, having nearly 800 days
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mom
"

streams or1 from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 Inches, average,
ring principally In July and August.
The soil Is highly fertile trni easy of working, being g
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of any whew
&;t
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming." practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mlniilg developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality Is quarried
s
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
-

ENGINEER GREEN TO
BE BURIEDJHUR5DAY

The Occidental Fire Insurance Co.,
of Albuquerque, N.

OF
WRECK VICTIM
BROUGHT HERE FROM ALBUQUERQUE SATURDAY NIGHT

BODY

The Summer Boy If I should try
to kiss you, do you think your dog
would bite me.?
The Summer Girl (absently) He's
Arrangements for the funeral of
Arthur William Green, the Santa Fe never bitten any of my other friends
engineer who was killed in the wreck
It is easier to drive' some men to
'f train No, 3, at Domingo last Fri
than It is to lead them away
drink
not
been
have
completday morning,
ed, although It is likely burial will from it
take place Thursday. The body arThe woman of today who has good
rived from Albuquerque Saturday
health, good temper, good sense,
night and Is being held by J. C. bright eye
and a lovely complexion,
John sen and Son.
the result of correct living and good
Mr. Green was born 27 years ago digestion, wins the admiration of the
in Nebraska, where be grew to man world. If your digestion is faulty
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabhood. Five years ago he came to Las lets will correct it. For sale
by all
Vegas and entered the employ of the druggists.
Santa Fe as a fireman. Two years
ago he was promoted to the engi Bra
neers' board.
Shortly after coming to this city,
Mr. Green was married to Miss Ef-fi-e
Phillips, who, with their little
"hild, survives him. Besides his wife
and child Mr. Green is survived by
several brothers and sisters. Those of
bis reatives who wi be here to attend the funeral are Mrs. H. M.
Bowen, Grand Island, Neb.; Mrs.
OmpHmlPmUli
Clara Hobble, Pocatelo, Idaho, and
$100,000.00
Leroy Green of Holyoke, Colo.
Railroad organizations to which Mr.
Green belonged likely will have charge
'
of
V

in

M

which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
and in which many Las Vegas business men are heavy stockholders, desires to announce the appointment of
GEO. A. FLEMINO,
Manager of the Investment and Agency Corporation

'

as its agent for this district. The company will be conservatively
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico Insurance Department at all times.
'
Keep your money at home by placing your insurance with a
v
home company.
,

!

Subscribe for Ttm Optio
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It is vorse than useless to take any
I don't understand this wire
medicine Internally for muscular or
less telegraphy.
All that is needHe It Is very easy. They just send chronica rheumatism.
free application of Chamber-Iain'- s
ed is
messages through the air, instead of
Liniment For eale by all
over the wires.
She I know, but how do they' at
tach the air to the poles?
She

Frank Revell,

Do You Have

the Right Kind of Help?
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
() right kind of help to neutralize and ,
remove the poisons that cause back RaHm&taa IPirimtshaA n AH TTtnita nf
()
ache, headache, nervousness, and oth
Job Work a Specialty. a"!
j Building
(3 kirtnv -and hlnddnr ailments " n rj
nd Red Crnaa YVmC'-tVPhone Main 839. i Opposite Optio.

.vrf
l

J. M.

CUNNINOHAM,
President,
PRANK SPRINOER, Vice President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,:
,,., .,

Surplum
BB,O0O.OO

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

The, uniform success that has', attended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy ' has
made It a favorite everywhere. It can
always be depended upon. For sale
by all druggists.

'

events are cnronicled

r

r"

UP MONEY IF

MUST LEND ITS SUPPORT IF SAN
MIGUEL COUNTY IS TO'
HAVE AN EXHIBIT

l.

rmU--

shouldn't you.
best asset a town can have is a live
;

,

Las Zljqas

in

F.cenerallv read the. oaoer and, why
,

-

-

,
-

an MipelNational Bank

its columns.
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(one-eight-

of
HONEST presentation daily happenings

advertise
nn vlbiTv mprrhntita
ihvi vmi
B(J!rv. ..mvufcina

COMMERCIAL
CLUB ASKED

day.

decent to print goes into

n

i

r

:i

REJECTED'

full Associated Press report is printed

EVERYTHING

"

ROAD RETITION ASSISTANCE OF FANS MUST PUT

fERSONALSl 3

-

'
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Your Money Draws

so it does, and as the figures keep piling
looks quite artistic.

PK't&X fib)

upitjreally
.

Money Draws Interest
''
,

.,:

,

at this savings bank. You do the depositing'and we
do the figuring, as interest accumulates. An account
openec today is better than one opened tomorrow.
Commencement time is ndw.
v

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS

Will
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history repeating itself

HIS FEAR

j li E
THE

I.

1

VJ7AE3T

LOBBY

BEST GOODS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

dL

Regular com- municauon nrsi ana
:'j
third Thursday tn each
month. Visiting brothers cordially Invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
A. M.

COLUMN

LAS VEGAS COMMANOERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

rtelfei

Jular

Optic's Number, Main

2.

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five centa per line each insertion.
Eatlmata a!x ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy less space than
wo lines. All advertisements charg
d will be booked at space actually
aet, without regard to number of
words. Cash In advance preferred

boats

She The submarine

very successful In the Japanese

Russian war.
He Yes, and I'm very miich afraid
It will lead to a revival of the tank
drama this season.

WANTED County agents for spall
steam Vulcanlzer. Big money saver
for auto owners. Medium priced,
Exclusive terrl-- (
Big commissions.
j
tory. Lamm, 423 Commonwealth
Bldg., Denver, Colo.

Address Box

Good cook.

725

if

M.

FOR SALE A J500,piano, almost new,
for less than half the. price. C. W.
SUM.MERLIN.

FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
Trice according to sise. Mrs. M. E.
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
SALE; Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks., $12 per 100. Money
musi accompany order. Mrs. Mag-

FOR

SALE Legal blanks of all
scriptions. Notary seals and
ords at The Optlo office.

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are. cordially invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W
Condon, Secretary

V. Hedgcock, cemetery

hyi

trustee.

NOI
LODGE
1,
DORADO
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
every Monday eve-

mm

ning in Castle hall.
Viatting Knight are
Invited.
cordially
I Chas.
E. Liebvch- nier, Chancellor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal

Meets the second and fourth Fri
days of each month in th W. O.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Clay, Veneraide
Consul; George
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighbors are cordially invited.

They've been secretly engaged
The Landlady (after dinner) Mr. for nearly a year.
Hall Roome ate three pieces of roaat
He How do you know?
DENTISTS.
beef.
He must have liked It.
She Why, she's told almost every BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Star Boarder Maybe he ate it on a body.
F. R. LORD
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
wager.'
DENTIST
and third Wednesdays of each
MEAN
Office
Pioneer
month
at
Fraternal
Brotherhood
Building
ONE OF THE EARLY BIRDS
Rooms 3 and 4
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W.
Phone Main 67
Secretary. Visiting mem- Office
Residence
Phone Main 413
bers cordially invited.
She

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
their hall In the Schmidt building, Suite
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.

Stevens, Humboldt, Kan R 2.

(TOR

B. P. O.

EL

4

6th St.

For Sale

gie E.

always welcome to the
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

Have
Your

treasurer;

WANTED Woman to do cooking and
downstairs work. Inquire 1054 Seventh Btreet.
WANTED

brothers

C- -

Watrous.

Watrous, N.

72,

DIRECTORY

conclave second
day in each month at Ma
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuessonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
day evenings each month, at FraMrs. Jack The paper tells of a corder.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
woman who clung to a buoy for 12
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
hours.
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
Jack Clung to a boy? Well, you LAS
a. F. McOuire, President; E. C.
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
used to hug me longer than that
Ward, Secretary.
convocation first Monday
in each month at MaSECRETS
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
in O. R. C. halL Pioneer
Thursday
HP.; Chas.
Sporleder,
building.
y
Visiting members are
secretary.
invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
their hall on Sixth street All visit,
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
tag brethren cordially Invited to atThomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. E, Crltea,

Good cook and housekeep-

er to go on ranch near

HANDLED

cor-diall-

CRUEL

Wanted

WANTED

were
and

DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS:

CHAPMAN

3

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

derec-

For Rent

Geo.
J. E. ROSENWALD

Main avenue.
furnished
Desirable
FOR RENT
room Bath and electric light. 508

LODGE NO. 545,

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
Engraved

Cards(

I.

Calling Cards

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
DENTIST
4,

Crockett Building. Has phones
office and residence.

at

Birth Announcements

ATTORNEYS
H- -

Hunker

Chester

A.

Hunker

t

& HUNKER
Attorneys at Law

HUNKER

of B, B. Meets every first Tues
day of the month In the vestry Las Vegas
New Mexico
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
FOR RENT One or two rooms, modIsaac Appel,
MASSAGE
invited.
cordially
ern, electrlo lights and bath. 1034
Charles Greenclay, Sec
President;
of
Mrs.
That
Joskins
last
leg
8th St. Fhone Main 103.
retary.
was beastly tough.
"Waggs is a great Joker."
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
"What's he doing now?"
Mr.
Tou
Trimmins
me,
surprise
e
m
modern mum.
Masseuse and Midwife
RENT Five-rFOR
now
"His favorite Joke
is to dress up
Why, it was quite a young
.Main 308
house. Inquire 825 Third street.
like a minister on Sunday and ask a RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Residence Phone
Iamb.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
Mrs. Joskins Urn. Must have kept policeman where he can get a drink.
NOTICE.
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
late hours, then!
Thursday of each month, eighth
We, the undersigned, have transfer-ethirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run,
AWAKE WHEN HE SLEEPS
the Insurance Branch of our busiREACHER WAS AN AUT0IST
L. Cutler.
ness to
I. O.

II

Programs

and Stationery

d

Harry
We wish to thank the many patrons
who have favored us with their busi
ness, and we will appreciate a contin
uance of their Insurance with Mr. Cut
ler, who will occupy the room west of
ours at No. 614 Lincoln avenue.

9

Printed by the
'

Collections on all( policies dated
pi lor to June 1, 1911, will be received
by us, from June 1, by Mr. Cutler.
HARRIS & SCHOONMAKER.

Want jw

l

Have the Right Kind of Help7
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
right kind of help to neutralize and
remove the poisons that cause back
ache, headache, nervousness, and
and bladder ailments." O. G.
S( haefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Optic

Do You

' '

oth-kidne-

The Preacher Why, if I'm not mis- Mrs. Hoyle Don't you hate to have
taken, I married you three years ago.
Mr. Higson I know, but you see we your husband work all night?
have been divorced since, and now we
Mrs. Doyle No, it gives me a bet
have decided to remarry.
ter chance to hear what he says when
The Preacher You'll have to go he talks in his sleep.
elsewhere. I'm not running a repair
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead,'' will surely get quick
'
success.

i He Is that
ffihe Yes;

you, darling?
who Is that?

S

'

He I have Just signed our leading
lady for another season.
She Why, I didn't know you ware
theatrical manager.
Ha I'm not; I refer to our cook.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
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SYNOPSIS.
Swift
t. ,pin.
,ATTER,In
auto, his
In happy anticipation ofthoughts
dwelling
a com.
In visit from his fiancee.
Lucy Madders, a
Quakeress, who nursed him when
he
was
Injured In an auto accident out In the
country. His mind taken oil of his surrounding by these
thoughts he
crashes Into anotherpleasant
auto containing
a
German count and a beautiful
woman.
The woman's hat Is ruined.
thrusts the remnants of the
nat InH?rrr
his pocket and makes his escape.
CHAPTER II. Carolyn. Harry's sister,
arrives to play hostess.
Socrates Primmer, a distant relative of Lucy's, arrives
with a hat Intended as a gift to Lucy.
Harry Is trailed to his home by ths Gorman
count and the lady of ths damaged

Jlng

Absent-mindly1..- 1'

CHAPTER III. Who. It
is
Mrs. General Biases. She Isdevelops,
In
tion lest her husband should heardistracof her
She declares that her milliner
spapade.
told
her a duplicate of the
ruined hat had
been delivered to Harry's house.
Responding to hor demamls for the hat Harry Insists that he knows nothing about
It. Lucy Madders and her father arrive
and the Count Is secreted in the library
and Mrs. Blazes In Harry's bedroom.
CHAPTER IV. Lucy profeses curiosity
tn" room ln which Mrs.
rl'L1"5
Is hidden and Harry Is forced to doBiases
some
fancy lying.
CHAPTER V. The milliner arrives tc
trace the duplicate hat She proves
to b?
Daphne Daffington whom Harry had
shown considerable attention to In the
past and the situation becomes more comShe agrees to make another
plicated.
hat providing Harry will take her to dinner. Lucy and Carolyn call Harry and
Daphne Is hustled Into the room occuby the Count The Count and Daphne
pied
it seems had carried on a flirtation
before and greeted each other warmly.
CHAPTER VI. The Count asks Daphne
why she had left him standing on a corner waiting for her one evening ah Av- plnlns that she met a dear friend and
had accompanied him to dinner, the
Count had given her a ring on a former
occasion and demanded Its return. Daphne
explains that she had given It to General
Blazes, at that the Count was ln a state
of mind bordering on Insanity as he had
given Mrs. Biases a duplicate of the ring
that her husband had. Daphne and the
Count exchange bitter words and Daphne
refuses to stay ln the same room with
him, so she enters the room that Mrs.
Blazes Is concealed in.
CHAPTER VTI. Harry and Lucy enter
the room, accompanied
by Mr. Medders,
who was busv looking around the house
and before Harry could stop him had
opened the door of the library, where
the Count was concealed. Explanations
followed and ths Count played the role
of Harry's German tutor. Harry is
forced to tell what he has learned and
the Count assists him, the deception
proves a success.
CHAPTER VTIL Things seemed to be
running smoothly again when the group
Is startled by the sudden appearance of
nervous
the General, who Is in a
state of mind, he accused highly
Harry of concealing his wife, and he demanded to see
her. Harry's protestations were futile
and Mr. Medders Is called upon to calm
the General. The General apologizes and
Is. about to leave the room when a loud
sneeze came from Harry's room, which
the General recognizes as his wife's as
he Is about to enter the room Daphne
walks out and the General Is
Lucy gives way to tears and
seeks comfort on her father's shoulder.
CHAPTER IX. Carolyn tells Harrv
during her absence h
that his behavior and
that she Is ashamed
been scandalous
of him. When she regains her composure
can
savs
he
the Count
explain the whole
affair. He tells them that Harry is innocent of any wrongdoing and takes all in-of
the blame upon himself. They are
clined to doubt his story but reserve
their verdict until later when Harry tells
them he will vindicate himself.
CHAPTER X. Mr. Medders and Harry
have a confidential talk following dinner
to savs a woand Harry tells him that to
explain any
man's, honor he is unable
occurred but
had
of the Incidents that
will reveal everything later. Mr. Medders has the utmost confidence ln Harry
and accepts his explanation. The Count
arouses Mrs. Blazes by throwing pebbles
window from the garden.
against her
She begs him to help her to escape from
the Genthe house. As they
eral and Harry come out on theheporch
was
that
General
explains
the
?,nd
to return as his conscience troubled
him for the way he had acted towards
He admits to Harry that he had
Harry. on
a flirtation with Daphne and
carried
Mrs. Blazes overhears their conversation.
take a stroll in the garand
Lucy
Harry
den and she insists on having an explanawill tell
tion. He refuses and says he his
wife,
her all later. He asks her to be
but she refuses until hs can clear himself.
Count
XI. The
again
CHAPTER
by whisarouses Mrs. Blazes, this time succeeded
he
has
if
him
tling. She asked
In getting her a duplicate of her damaged
hftf; he replies in the negative and tells
one. He tells her to
per h has ordered
tear all the sheets into stripsa and tie
them together, so as to make
rope by
which she can escape from the window.
g

CHAPTER XII.
opened her window silently, and lowered to the ground a
rope that was fearfully and wonderfully made. She had unfed everything
and anything, from pillow slips to the
cords of the portieres. She had
y
enough rope to let her out of a
building, Instead of from a window a scant twalve feet from the
ground. The od of the rope she tied
to a table wer the window. Then
ehe looked down anxiously.
"It is dangerous." she sighed.
The Count wandered into view. He
was growing weary of waiting for
the hat. At sight of the rope he bright-ene- d
Mrs. Blaze

six-stor-

up.

'

"Jump oud,"he suggested.
"Silly!" she said; "I've got to climb
down. Steady the rope."
He took hold of the lower end and
straightened the rope against the
building.
"But how in the world am I to climb
down?" Fhe demanded.
"Led yourselluf oud slow, und den
slide for life," he told her.
Their argument grew more Intense.
She was afraid to trust herself to the
frail means of reaching the earth, and
he was insistent that she should come
down at once. In (he midst of their
Mrs.
talk the front door opened.
r.I. zcs hcrd the sound and darted
from the window, taking the

iaTneol

own.

"Alas, faint hope I leaned upon I
Alas, thou too art dead and gonel"
'

"Cheer him up!" General Biases
suggested. "Let him see your present for Lucy."
"I, too, have a present for Lucy,"
Primmer said.
"Thee hast?" Medders asked. "What
Is it, Socrates?"
"A hat," Primmer announced.
Harry leaped to ft conclusion. Instantly h coupled Primmer with the
mysterious man who had bought the
duplicate hat at Mile. Daphne's.
"Let's see it," he said,
He opened Primmer's hat box, and
one glance was enough to confirm his
suspicion. He dropped the lid quickly, took the box from Primmer's unresisting hold, and said:
"I'll take your hat to Lucy. She'll

"Well," Blazes said, turning again
to Count von Fltz. "It's a lucky thing
for you there was nothing in the report that you were with my wife today. I'm a jealous man. I'm desperate when I'm roused."
"Don't rouse!" the Count begged.
"Once," the General said, "I caught
a man flirting with her. What did I
do?"
"Vat did you do?" the Count asked,
weakly.
"They burled his hat," the General
said. "Just bis hat! Just his hat!"
"Chust his hat!" the Count echoed.
Mentally he wondered if it had been
a yellow hat with red poppies.
"Thou art a man of wrath, General,"
Medders said. "Once I grew angry
at a man in my youthful days."
"And what did,you do to him, man
of peace?" asked the General, laughing, while the Count listened nervous-

be"

"And," he growled, "I've still got

one coming from Daphne!"
"What did thee say?" Medders
asked, as they went into the reception
room.
"I was saying that I hoped no one
was coming this evening to break up

"In those days," Medders said, "I
seized

I

time.

was vain of my strength and given to
yielding to my angry passions. I went

unto this man, and

'

shall present It to her myself," Primmer declared taking . the
box from Harry.
"All ritrht " Harrv Bald. "Don't let
any one profane that hat by seeing It
until It gets to the one for whom it is
And neither will I with
intended.
mine. You won't let any one see it?"
"Surely not," Primmer agreed.
"All right. That's a sacred compact
Let's all go in now."
And as he ushered them into the
house Harry said things to himself because of his foolishness ln paying
Beventy-fiv- e
dollars for a hat when the
duplicate was in the house all the
"No.

ly.

thus"

,

"This then, Is for his wife?" he inquired, sadly.
"What?" the General said, misunderstanding Primmer. "Another man
buy a hat for my wife? How dare
you!"
Primmer shrank away from him.
"Nay," Medders soothed. "The hat
Harry has Is for his sister, Carolyn."
"No," Harry corrected, him, fearing
some further complication. "The fact
Is, I was going to give the hat to
Lucy with your perm lesion, Mr. Med-- j
ders. But I didn't like to ask yourj
permission before all the others here."!
"Bully for you, Harry!" tho General,
beamed.
"You couldn't do ft finer1
thing
Primmer lapsed Into a fit of dejection.
"Alasl" he sobbed. "Homer was
right when he said:

side-wise- ."

I

'e 111)08115

'
Primmer glanced at the hat box
Harry held, and then looked at his

rope ln with her so swlrUy'lhat she
left the Count standing with his hands
In the air.
Amos Medders came slowly down
the steps, looking Intently at the
Count, whom he could not recognize
ln the dark. The Count had not heard
him coming and could not understand
why Mrs. Wares had pulled the rope
ln so suddenly. Count von Fits was dumbfounded
when he was seized ln a grip of Iron
and the cold tones of Medders cam:
"What are thee' doing, scoundrel?"
General Blazes came up the walk at
that instant He had his hat ln his
hand and was still laboring under excitement. When he saw Medders struggling with the Count he leaped Into
the fray and separated them.
"What's happening?" he asked.
"Well, I am. surprised," Medders
aid.
"I thought this foolish little
man here was a burglar."
"What foolish little man?" Blaze
asked.
"This one they call a Count this
tutor. I thought he was trying to
break into the hquse."
"Wouldn't be surprised If he was,"
Blazes asserted, vehemently. 'Isn't
your daughter In there? Isn't Harry's
sister In there? These Counts will do
anything to capture a girl with
money."
"It iss not so!" Count voo Fltz sputtered, rubbing his neck.
"Verily, thee has a suspicious look,"
Medders said to him.
"It's a gam dood thing I happened
along," Blazes observed.
"A what, friend?" Medders inquired
curiously.
"A gam dood thing doesn't count,
you know when you cuss backwards."
"Verily," Medders said, "there be
times when a man could cuss

our quiet little party."

him

CHAPTER

Before the Count could dodge, Medders held him aa though ln a vise.
"And I said unto him: 'Thou condemned wretch, doet thou not know It
Is unwise so to conduct thyself ln our
midst?' And I smote him thus, and
I shook him thus" illustrating upon
the helpless Count "and then I said
unto him that if he offended me again
I should smite him full sore."
"Please," begged the Count, "please
don'd remember anything else!"
"I beg thy pardon," Medders said,
contritely. "I. did forget myself."
"Come In out of the night air, gen- tlemen," suggested Harry, who came
to the door just then. The trio, smiling over the unconscious way ln which
Medders had shaken the Count, started in, when a messenger boy arrived.
He carried a large bat box. The
Count tried to intercept him, but Harry was as anxious as the Count to get
that hat.
She turned it out quick enough,"
Harry murmured to himself, paying
dollars that
the boy the seventy-fivwas called for on delivery. When the
boy had left, Harry chanced to look
at the address and read:
"Count Herman von Fitz. Why, this
hat isn't for me, after all."
"No," the Count said. "I ordered it,
but it isn't for me."
Medders turned and said:
"Is there some mistake, Harry?"
Harry looked at the Count, but that
gentleman was pretty well satisfied
with the situation and made no move
to correct ma'tters.'
"No, there isn't any mistake," Harry said.
"Did I understand aright," Medders
asked, "that thee are paying seventy-fiv- e
dollars for that hat?"
"I did without taking chloroform,
too," Harry ruefully acknowledged.
"Some hats are worth that much,"
the Count remarked.
"Sure!" boomed the General. "My
wife often spends more than that for
a hat"
"Is it for thy sister, Harry?" Medders asked, casually.
"I don't know if it will nt her," Harry answered,
"Wouldst thee let us see it?" Medders asked. "Truly, a hat worth that
much must be a wonderful thing."
Here the Count nervously interposed, afraid that the General would
become aroused If he saw the hat
"No, no. Der night air might spoil

A short while later Harry

"I confess I am curious to see it,"
Medders said. "Ah, what forms the
vanity of women and the foolishness
of man do take!"
From the house came the lank form
of Socrates Primmer. In his hand he
carried the hatbox which all day he
had been endeavoring to open in the
presence of Lucy.
"What is tfie trouble?" he asked.
"No trouble at all until you came,"
Harry replied, drily.
"Harry has simply been doing what
I have often done," General Blazes

ir

0

left his

guests gathered about the piano, singing, and quietly slipped outside. The
Count made an excuse and left the
room also. Harry went immediately
to the front of the house and threw ,a
pebble against Mrs. Blazes' window.
"Sst!" he cautioned, as she appeared.
she
I'm distracted!"
"Oh, dear!
said, almost hysterically.
"How do you think I feel?" he asked.
"Listen. I've got the hat. I put It in
my sister's room, until I get a chance
to give It to you."
"Why can't I have it right away?"
she asked.
"Some one would see me getting It
to you.
We can't take a chance.
General Blazes Is ln there with the
rest don't you hear him singing?"
"Oh, yes. It Is such a blessing that
the dear old fellow can forget his

.

toubles."

"He'll remember them soon enough."
Around the corner of the house
came Count von Fritz, laboriously carrying a long ladder that he had found.
"By gracious!" Harry said. "You're
not such a fool after all. Here! I'll

e

ltl"

XIII.

help you."
"Now you see," said the Count "Ve
ged her oud."
.

,

With infinite pains, and as much silence as they could command, they
raised the ladder and adjusted It
j

j

"Sol

the

General

Said.
Were You?"

"Flirting

against the window sill. Mrs. Blazes
watched the proceeding eagerly.
"Am I to come down on that?" she
inquired.
"No," Harry answered, with the sarcasm the occasion required. "We are
going to train a morning glory vine
on this."
"Smarty!" she sniffed at him.
"That's Just like a man!"
"Be careful, and be quiet Get out
on the ladder and creep down," Harry
told her.
Mrs. Blazes stepped on a chair and
planted herself on the window sill.
She was just swinging a neatly-shod

foot over to the ladder "when Harry
hissed:
"Get back! For the love of Mike,
get back!"
She fairly fell back Into the room,
and as she did so Harry and the
Count dropped their ladder to the
ground among the shrubbery and
dashed around the corner.
The Irrepressible Carolyn
had
come to the front steps, adorned ln a
jeplendid hat of yellow straw, wreathed
Behind
jwith gorgeous red popples.
hex came Pigeon Williams, his eyed
drinking In the beauties of the girl
and the hat
"Say," he remarked, "that's ft peach
of a hat Where'd you get it?"
"I found it ln my room," she said.
"Harry must have meant It as ft surprise for me. Now I'm going to surprise him when he finds out I've found
It Let's stroll ln the garden."
Nothing loath, the enamored Pigeon
accepted the invitation. Harry and
the Count peeped around the corner of
the house, with grimaoes of wrath and
despair.
"Never mind," Harry whispered.
"We're still got a hat up our sleeves."
General Biases came from the door,
bidding the others good night
TellarfyI'm"sorry I had to hurry off," he said. "My wife will surely
be at home by this time, worrying
herself sick over my absence."
As he descended the steps Daphne
Daffington, breathless, came up the
walk. In her hand she carried a hat
box containing the hat she had rushed
to completion as ft favor to Harry.
That worthy and Count von Flta
nudged each other as they saw the
general and the little milliner meet
"General 1" said Daphne, dropping
the box and clasping her hands.
"Daphne!" exclaimed the General.
The window above opened Blowly and
Mrs. Blazes peeped out upon the tableau.
"So!" the General said, bitterly.
"Flirting, were you! And with that
scrub of a Dutch count!"
"Loafer vat he lss!" mumbled the
Count, and Harry clapped his hand
over the Count's mouth in fear of being discovered.
"Any woman," said the General
sternly to Daphne, "ought to be
ashamed of being seen with him."
Daphne looked about her for some
way of escape. But the General went
on: ,
"And this ring you gave me! His
ring! His ring that he Didn't he
give you this very ring?"
"No," Daphne answered, nervously.
"He didn't give It to me, General. He
he wished it on."
"Well! I'll bet you the scoundrel
doesn't wish it on any other woman!"
The General tore the offending ring
from his finger and threw It away. It
rolled directly to the Count who
grasped it fervently and whispered to
Harry:
"For diss I forglf him all der rest!"
Harry kicked liim, as a gentle signal for silence.
"I suppose," the General accused
her, "you are back here looking for
him, eh?"
Lucy opened the door and looked
out, evidently wondering where Harry
might have gone. She thought he
would be waiting for her on the lawn
bench. Seeing the General and Daphne
she drew back, but she heard his question about the hat, and Daphne's answer.
"No," Daphne said, "I brought this
hat for Harry Swifton."
Lucy silently came down the steps
and stood ln the shadows.
"What?" the General ' asked. "Is
he getting up a hat trust? He must
think a lot of that little fiancee of
his."
"Oh," Daphne explained carelessly,
"it Isn't for her. He told me it was
for another woman."
Daphne passed the General, first
picking up the hat box, and tripped
up the steps and through the open
doorway. The General walked away,
shaking with laughter and chuckling:
"Harry Is up to his old tricks."
Harry, from his place of concealment, was about to rush forth and
speak to Lucy, but this time the
Count restrained him. Lucy stood and
'
sighed:
"Oh, Harry!"
Primmer appeared, still lugging his
hat box. He almost fell down the
steps, at seeing Lucy alone at last.
"My time has arrived!" he said, ecstatically. "My poor, poor Lucy! I
have tried so hard to see you alone.
Here! Let me present you this slight
token of my affection this hat! Wear
it for my sake!"
He was surprised by the eagerness
with which Lucy seized. tho box from
his hands.
"A hat! Yes!" she exclaimed. "Give
it to me. Yes, I will wear it!"
Primmer was about to burst forth
into rapturous words, when she said:
"Nay! Do not speak to me! Leave
me, I beg!" and rushed Into the house.
Primmer followed her in, bewilderment holding him dumb for once.
Daphne came out of the door, say
ing:
"Well! They're all going crazy
here. I can't find any one who will
listen to me at all."
Harry came from his hiding place
and said:
"Did you want to see me?"
"Yes. Here's your hat .Now, let's
have our supper, Harry."
"It's no use, Daphne," he told her.
"I can't accept your kind Invitation.
You're a coupie of years late with It
I'll pay you any price for the hat
but" '
Daphne came down to him and
looked at him with amazement
"You don't mean that, Harry, do
you?" she said. "Why, don't talk
about the cost of the hat It's the
dinner I want."
She
Lucy, again came tg. the jipqr
x
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'tstnted to find" Carolyn "and tell "her
WOULD HAVE TO GO
Now she
Miat she was going home.
milliner.
and
the
saw Harry
Daphne
refused to be convinced by Harry's
shaking of his head, and said:
"To think of you treating me like
that! After all I've done for you."
"Yes, Miss Daphlngton, I know,
Harry replied, soberly.
How can you' be so
"Oh, Harry!
cold and cruel?" Daphne asked.
"No," Harry said, decisively. "That's
all off the slate now. I'm engaged to
be married to the dearest little girl
tn the world, and all this fluffing business is out for good."
"Is that so?" Daphne whipped out,
angrily. "Suppose she knew about
that other woman who is hiding in
your room!"
Lucy gasped, and clutched her
hands together.
"For heaven's sake, dsn't talk so
loud!" Harry begged.
"Of course General Blazes Is ft good
friend of yours," Daphne sneered,
"but he might not relish It to hear
that his wife"
"Stop right there!" Harry ordered.
Mr. .Tnckson Look heah, Llze, If
"Don't pretend that you don't know "o"
gits many moah washes dere won't
I am perfectly Innocent ln this whole i.e room
fo' to hang dem up.
thing. You know how I accidentally
Mia. Jackson Yes, and jes' as soon
ran over her hat this morning. Yon
I clues, dere won't be room fo' yo
know that you, yourself, sent to this o
hang
yo' hat up, neider.
house a duplicate of that hat, and
that I never met the woman before in
EASY MONEY
my life. And you came here to see
her and that was how you happened
to be in that room with her. And you

flh
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.Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot-Eastho antiseptic powder. It relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and Instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. .Mien's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Always use' It to break ln new shoes.
Try It today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which:
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him eid he has never been
bothered since." Croup, whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is ln the yellow package always. Refuse substitutes. - O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

There is one medicine that every
family should be provided with and
especially during the summer months:1
viz, Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost certain to be needed. It costs but a quarter. Can you afford to be without it?
For sale by all druggists.
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Tho Doctor's Wife I thought you
said you didn't think it would be necto operate on Mr. Blllyuns for
Waiting Until the Coast was Clear essary
Count von Fitz Came From His appendicitis, and you're going to remove his appendix in the morning?
Hiding Place.
The Doctor I know, but I decided
that I needed a new horse and buggy.
know that everything I have done,
and all the lies I have told, and all
UPPER AND LOWER
the suspicions I have endured, have
been because of my honest effort to
protect her good name."
"Still, appearances are against you,"
Daphne argued.
Lucy smiled with joy, however.
Amos Medders strolled out and saw
v
.....
- Lucy.
"Daughter," he said, "art thou not
afraid of catching cold?"
Harry and Daphne turned, almost
guiltily.
"Why, bless my soul!" Harry said.
"I didn't see you folks come otit"
"I Just come," Lucy told him. "And
what art thee getting, Harry?",
"He's buying a hat," Daphne said.
Another hat?" Medders
"What?
asked. '
"Oh er yesi certainly," Harry replied.
"And for Lucy?"
"If you will let me give it to her,
sir."
say dat Bill has an angel for
"What? Two? Why, Harry, my a "Dey
wife."
boy, thee art extravagant"
"Yep, and I guess it won't be long
"Two?" Lucy asked.
before he'll find out what set she be"I wanted you to have yonr choice, longs to."
Lucy," Harry said.
Daphne maliciously opened the box
and placed the hat on Lucy's head.
Whooping cough Is not dangerous
Mrs. Blazes when the cough is kept loose and
From
her window
watched the proceeding in abject de- expectoration easy by giving Chamspair.
berlain's Cough- Remedy. It has been
"Thank you, Miss Daphlngton," used in many epidemics of this disHarry said, taking control of the sit- ease with perfect success. For sale
uation. "I'll let you .hear from me to- by all druggists.
morrow."
"Good evening all," Daphne said,
sweetly, and left.
Mr. Medders, Harry and Lucy went
in, but Lucy kept Harry back far
enough to squeeze his arm and tell
him he was a dear.
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Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerfully given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

SUMMER

AND

WIN IE
RESORT

(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)

in

supreme court today Judge Bird
heard arguments on a petition for the
appointment of a receiver for the
United Wireless Telegraph company,
of which the president and four di
rectors were recently convicted in
New York on a charge of misusing
the mails in soliciting stock subscrip-tlons- .
!

There 1b more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur
able. For a great many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by con
stantly failing to cure with local treat
Sciment, pronounced it incurable.
ence has proved catarrh to be a constitutional disease and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken internally ln doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
falls to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio
Sold by drupglsts, 75c.

T.ke Hall's family Pills for

the

Heslth-fu-

l

New Mexi-

WANT RECEIVER FOR WIRELESS
Portland, Me., June 12. In the state

can Rockies,
near Las Vegsj
STAOB LEAVES EVERY riORNINd AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT SUNDAYS

Inqulrm mt ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.,

Phono Maft SO

3SS
r.....J.ii.up

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amono; al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thins: is worth most
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would, never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

--

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper) want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)Jbooks, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, ."articles of; usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
'
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorfs of things, they have come to be the finders of the
'
best markets!

j
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McCormick Binders and Mowers

LOCAL NEWS

r

DOLE'S

NONE , BETTER MADE

Molses Lucero applied at the court
house Saturday afternoon, for $2 as
bounty on a coyote killed by Mm recently near Sanguijuela.

PURE HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE JUICE
The Pure, Unfermenled Juice(if,!:!,!"jf
p

Repairs for all Machines Made

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
bar In the city.

J

RIPE PINEAPPLES
Prepared without the addition of sugar or preserv-

WANTED

ative, and is sterilized in the bottle.

A good cook, dishwash-

er, chambermaid and two waitresses,
at once. Good wages, Valmora Ranch.
Applicants call Dr. Brown at

A Delicious Drink
at any and all times.

A Full

.

LUDWIG WH. ILFELD, Agent
e"

Atthe regular

Pint for 35c

Crushed gravel has been spread
the walks in the Plaza park. TbiB
will prove a great improvement, in wet
weather, as the walks have been mud'
ny, following the recent rains.

AT
()
()

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

(5)
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--
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FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1,30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

Las VegasoRoller Mills
Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED 1870

Oxfords

PHONE MAIN 379

ternal Brotherhood tonight the election of officers for the coming yea!
will be held. It is expected there will
oe a large attendance of the resident
members of the lodge.

The best place to eat. The White
Auturo Ricardo has been arrested
the place that's clean.
Kitchen,
on
the
Secundino
Romero
Sheriff
by
charge of peddling without a license.
T. H. JVloen was unable to get down
He likely will be bound over to await
today because of an attack of inflara-atorthe action of the grand jury.
rheumatism.
Old Grow sold over the bar at
Positively no camping, fishing or
Long's Buffet
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
Children's Day was observed yes W. and F. J. Wesner.
terday in the Presbyterian and Methodist churches. Excellent programs LOST Fraternity bta, Greek letters
ou num. iame canits on uaiK.
"Cupid should be a girl."
were given by the members of the
"Why?"
urn
Eel
office.
to
Optic
of
schools
these two churches
Sunday
"Because he has a string on his
and large numbers of children were
beau."
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
present.
at the Opera Bar. Served from barSHE'D SWING ON 'IM.
Finch's Golden Weddlne Rye. aeed rels on the bar.
in the wood. Direct from distillery
Always get the best at Nolette's
to you. At the Lobby, of coime.
barber shop.
"New Mexico is good enough for
HARVEY'S OPEN NOW
me," says 'C. H. Stewart, in a postal
This famous mountain resort is now
to The Optic. Mr. Stewart Is visiting
for its 29th season. H. A. Harrelatives in Newton, Kans. He pro1 ready
will welcome the guests as of old.
vey
ceeds in this strain: "The weather is
Miss Burnham will see to their comhot, the mosquitoes are bad; the flies fort and
enjoyment. Terms as usual,
have sticky feet; we have spring $10
per week. Carriage out each Wedchicken in the pot ; the chiggers heartnesday and Saturday morning, return,
ily eat; they're not content with a liting Tuesdays and Fridays; fare $1
tle lump, but bore from head to feet." each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug store or Harris Real Estate
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
at Long's Buffet
Mrs. Dart If my husband didn't
call me "dearie" I cry out
WORSE THAN SPOONING
ForHhose Las Vegas boys, who are
Mrs. Strongmind If my husband
members of the Maroons and are play
didn't call me "dearie" I'd make him
ing on the team for the glory there is
cry
in it, receiving not one cent of pay,
the baseball management has decided
t; give a big benefit dance on the
night of July 4, at the armory. Tickets
will be $1 and will be put on sale in
a few days. The boys who will share
in the receipts of the dance, after expenses are paid, will be Ellis, Schoeny,
Sandoval, Montano and Angel. The
fans who are not subscribers to the
Tour curtains need launderbaseball maintenance fund, can show
ing this spring. The usage they
their loyalty by buying tickets to the
have received and the dust
dance.
they have absorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
The best place to eat. The White
Kitchen, the place that's clean.
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
AT COOLEY'S BARN
take them dawn and you will
g
A
seven passenger
be pleasantly surprised by their
wagon, custom made, and will come
appearance When we return
home safely if kept right side up.
them. We wash them clean,
Grace Can anything be worse than
a man who will be spoony in spite of
without damaging them; we
all you can do?
starch them just stiff enough
Bessie Yes one who won t.
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perAWESOME JUSTICE
fectly square, even and the exact size' as when sent us.

National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

(

shoes.

re

$350
OREENBEKGER

"LAZY"

HAM

The kind youjget
real rest out of.
At

from $1.00 to $6.00.
JTANS

THE

M

flmiOGK

CLOSED

PORCH SWING

Ask to see it at our store
i
jj7

K

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON

623 Douglas Ave.

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos
MI
L
QO

COM

A

D W

O

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all

mrifWrnin

sizes- - Steam Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

G O tJ D OiS

jm

p"on' M"nS1

light-runnin-

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

t

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

J
i

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience. .......

PREMIUM

You'll Like Our Work.

HAMS

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Try It

Phone Main81.

RETAIL PRICES

AND
,

Don't Borrow Yoir
Neighbor's Paper
Subscribe Today for
&e Optic and Have
One of Your Own

FRESH

-

lbs. or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. to 1,000 lbi Each Delivery
lbs, to 200 lb., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Earh Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
', 50

y

BACON

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Kb.
Phone Vegas 450

made-to-measu-

2

Let us Launder

Your Curtains
This Spring

First

are made of the very best quality of
leathers, and are strongly and skillfully built by the most expert of
New England shoemakers. You will
find them the most satisfactory
outing shoes you have ever worn.
They insure comfort and style
as well as long service More
we
over, in Regal quarter-size- s
of
fit
the
exact
giye you

Fri

meeting-oTTh-

AGUA

614 Lincoln Avenue

20o per
25c per
30o per
40o per
60c per

10e
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

MRA CiOMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting1 Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

use

J. II. STEARNS

For the Best Meats, Kansas City or

GROCER.

Native, call at the

Suburban Justice In this court the
dignity and majesty of the law are observed. Lawless scorching Is not to
be laughed at and besides one of you
reckless autolsts ran over my best
rooster last week, fifteen and costs

BOUCHER'S

Percolators

Fresh Roasted
FINE DIG

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. MARKET

COFFEE

PANSY and VERBENA PLANTS

,

?

i

35

r

This is "bully

or Ehone Main 16 17
--

-

18

'

Cents Per Dozen

weather for transplanting.'
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Hatch Phono Main 276
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